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Fall
cleaning
Kevin Bactman
News Editor

If t e administration has it's way, th:s •;ill be the firs ar.d last o

Freshmen: Moving on up
Lym Sabol
Staff Reporter
Freshman: new, young, inexperienced, naive, candid, unique, and
unusual describe an ordinary
freshman class. But what makes
the high school graduating class of
1994 different from the previous
freshman classes at john Carroll
University?
According to john Gladstone,
dean of Admissions and Financial
Aid, this year's freshmen enrollment consists of 792 students. The
average high school G.P.A. of the
class was the highest ever, ranging
from a 3.2- 3.3, on a 4 point scale.
The overall enrollment goal for the

1994 fall semester was 790 pupils
and out of 2,300 applications received, that target was met.
Outside of the Cleveland area,
the majority of the newly enrolled
Blue Streaks migrated from the
Great Lakes region including Erie,
western New York, Chicago, and
Pittsburgh. There is a rising trend
of enrollment coming from the
Cinncinati, Detroit, Dayton, and
Columbusareasaswell,Gladstone
said.
The in state enrollment figures
have remained the same, figuring
that
50-60percent ofthefreshmen
students come from within two

New year; same issues
few service activities and a couple
Kevin Bactman
dances, and that's it. It is a falicy
News Editor
Student Union President John that "the Student Union isanti-orCranley,ina personal interview this ganization , or has a vendetta
week, reaffirmed hiscommittment againstGreekorganizationsin parand desire to help unify students, ticular," Cranley said. "These two
student organizations, and the notions against the Student Union
Greek system in a continued effort are false, and weare actively trying
to help campus activities and rela- to change them."
While students might have !itt le
tionsbetweenstudentsandadminor
no
contact with administrators,
istrators run smoothly.
"First and foremost, we want to Student Union officers, or organimake the Student Union a recog- zations, are all members of the Stunized voice of the student body," dent Union, and that l5 the messaid Cranley, noting two possible sage Cranley is trying to convey.
negative stereotypes whtch may "We are the only democracy on
hamper what the Student Union is campus that every student is inherently a part of by virtue ol betrying to accomplish.
Cranley said people may think ing a student." he said.
See ISSUES, page 2
that the Student Union p~ts on a

hours of Greater Cleveland.
Noting that th.eoverall G.P.A. figures for the first year Carroll students are the highest ever,
Gladstonecommentedon thestandards for admission.
"They are rising without a
doubt," he said. "In the past, the
S.A.T.scoresstarted at 1006and now
range to 1070, with an average
ofl063."
Even though the students obviouslymakethegrade,financesalso
play an important role in attendance. Including the Ohio Student
Choice Grant, 95 percent of john
Carroll freshmen receive financial
aid, with 65 percent obtaining
funding based on need. With these
high percentile figures, many others will be concerned !;lbout how
they will add to or affect overall
tuition rates. "Twenty-three percent of the student income will be
returned in financial aid," said
Gladstone, noting that tuition and
board rates would be higher if thts
much-needed financial assistance
was not offered.
]CU Freshman Class of 1994:
"Outgoing, bright, and showing
strong evidence of service involvement," is the way Gladstone described thts freshman class.
Among the generalized,stereatypical terms used to describe new students, this year's freshman class
looks hopeful and promising m
maintaining the status that has
made them a prominent piece in
the future of John Carroll Universtty

The new Vice President of Student Affairs, the Rev Rtchard P.
SalmtSJ,wasmetwithcomroversy
last week as he ended the practice
of allowing student organizations
to hang signs in the Harold CSchott
Atrium.
Salmi said the decision was primarily made in an effort to "get the
Student Union and ns organizanons to look at how we publicize
events."
While recognizing the problems, especially those concerned
wtth the aesthetic beauty of the
Atrium, Student Umon President
joh n Cranky was nonethde55 upset Wll lo e eci~IOn.
"The Student Union is very
much against the new University
policy," Cranley said.
According to Cranley, this decision will restrict the exposure th~t
off-campusstudentsandcommutershavetowardscampusactivities
and events.
While Cranley thinks that "Fr.
Salmi will be good for student life,"
and agrees that there is a lot of mismanagement regarding the post-

ing and removal of s1gns, he IS nor
sure that we as a umversity are going in the nghtdirection wtt}). these
current restrictions.
"We should ask, what can the
Student Umon do to make sure
things aren't hanging up too long?
What can the Dttector of Student
Activtties do) What can the orgamzauonsdo?" said Cranley. "I think
this school should stare worrymg
less about aesthetics and \\>Ur ry
more about student life and activities ·
The Student Union Senate
unammously passed a resolut 1on
TuesdayatthcStudentUnionmeeting where by "t h~ )oh n Carroll Studem Union demands that th e ban
on hangwgstg 1s m the Atnum be
lifted immediately," the resoluuon
stated.
Salmi satd he has not made this
decision to restrict the information
that students have access to; but
rat her he made it to see if there is a
moreefficient,effective way of getting that informanon to the students.
Cranley suggested that a possible solution to the problem could
See FALL, page 2

Keck credits Carroll
Christine Dresch
Staff Writer
TheW. M. Keck Foundation has
awarded john Carroll University a
$150,000 grant to expand research
opportunities for undergraduate
science majors.
The foundation, a non-profit
organization located in Los Angeles, bestows grants to colleges and
universities, funding programs in
science, engineering, and medical
education.
The Keck grant supplements a
recent equipment grant from the
Kresge Foundation, and bycollaborating with Case Western Rese{ve
University's School of Mei::licine,
Chiral Technologies, and AT&:Ts
Bell Labs, will present john Carroll
students with a variety of upgraded
laboratories, semina,rs, research
projects, and team-taught courses.
The designers of Keck-funded
programs plan tostronglyemphasize interdisciphnary research m
the sciences, a skill budding young
scientists must master tf they wish
to develop a professional edge in
their emerging careers. said joseph
Trivisonno. program co-director

Students need to"learnat interfaces,"hesaid, "On most campuses,
departments are accustomed to
working independently of one another."
However, problems in the sciences are not confined toone discipline, and students will need to .
draw upon knowledge outside their
field of specialization, Trivisonno
said.
"While this gram will provide
manyopportunities,therewillalso
be many challenges for both administrators and faculty in establishing strong working relationships between departments," he
said.
According ro Miles Coburn, codirector of Keck-funded programs,
several multi-dtsciplinary courses
are already under consideration.
These courses mclude environmental studies, which combines
biology. chemistry, sociology, and
polltical science. and also neuroscience, incl ud ing biology.chemts·
try, and psychology.
An esteemed set of scientistsin-residence will lend their expcr
See KECK, page 2
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Fr. Salmi returns
Clvlstlna

s

Staff Writer

"This is a college and colleges
can do crazy things," sa 1d Fr.Salmi,
the new Vice President of Student
Affairs, "ButJohnCarrollisthebest
because wedoour best.! will never
apologize for being a university."
Salmi believes that college is
about ~Wrking out tensions and
creating a community, yet staying
diversified. And,in the month that
he's been here, no t\MJ days have
been the same.
His new position has brought
him into contact with both faculty
and students, and the tensions between the two. He now oversees
everythingoutsideof theclassroom
that directly involves the students.
Believe it or not, Salmi is not
new to this college scene. In fact,
after he became a jesuit, he earned
a Masters Degree at Loyola University in Chicago, and taught at St.
John's HighSchool in Toledo and St.
Ignatius in Cleveland, Salmi was a
Campus Minister here forfiveyears.
Why the change?
Salmi realized that Student Affairs is where he belonged. He loves
1MJrkingwith peopleand beingable
to 1Mlrk on problems, suggestions,
and idea situations, he said.
just because something has
never been done, doesn't mean it
can't,Salmisaid. After heleftjohn
Carroll in 1990, Salmi spent some
time in Africa helping AIDS pauents, before earning his Ph.D 10

Higher Education Administration
at Boston College.
In order to stay in touch with
the students, Salmi has opted to
live in Pacelli Hall. Salmi sa id he is
not going to be an admm1strator
whogetssoinvolved in papermrk
heforgetsabout people. There will
always be tensions among different groups occasionally, but he's
there to work it out, he said.
"I feel like Rodney King, 'Can't
we all get along?' That's the key tO
success, cooperation," said the 4 3
year-old Jesuit.
Salmi isgoingto be a good man
togettoknow. Hesaidheisalways
open to students who have a suggestion or just want to talk. Salmi
can be found in his office in the
basement of theRecplexorhisresidence in PacelliorcelebratingMass
Wed nesday and Sunday nights at
!0:30p.m. in St. Francis Chapel.
Sometimes, you might catch
him playi ng on the softball fie ld.
Salmi, the outfield guru, has been
accused of sticking foil in his glove
to catch some Saturday' mdt'ning
rays. But, at least his philosophy is
sound.
"You play as a team, he said. "If
someonemakesamistake,youpick
up the slack for them."
It is very apparent that his ideas
about teamwork are soundly re flected m his 1Mlrk.
"When you screw up, they pick
up theslackfor you," he said. "lt'sall
a group effort."

KECK
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years wishing to prepare scientific
research skills, Coburn sa1d.
continued from page 1
Modifica tion of established
rise to John Carroll on severa I courses, among them an introducissues In addition to spreading tion to laboratory research equipenthusiasm for their particular ment for physics and pre-med mafields among the student body, jors, will add hours to present unthey wi 11 ass is~ the john Carroll dergraduate laboratory experience.
faculty in constructing new, in- These advancements in j ohn
terdisciplinary research pro;cts. Carroll'sarsenal of laboratory techFaculty will also benefit from- nology will grant students access
dimensional focu~. Trivisonno to cutt ing-edge experimental
said .. The Keck Foundation grant methods available.
will allow Carroll students both
Trivisonno and Coburn are exthe ttme and the technology re- cited about the introduction of an
quired to establish proficiency in atomic force microscope into john
research techniques. Many Carroll'sresearchcirriculum. Curcourses, Coburn stresses, are be- rently, the microscope is used for
ing designed to give undergradu- DNA research.
ate students earlier access to labs.
Everyone involved with the
For example, a special sum- Keck Foundation Gram hopes it
mertime laboratory course is pro- will make the transition from unposed specifically for students dergraduate student to research
between sophomore and junior scientist as smooth as possible. A1-

ISSUES
continued from page 1
Cranley also wants students to
have more of asayconcerningUniversity policy as it pertains to students.
"T he students of john Carroll
have very litt le say over University policy, the policies that affect
their lives, such as the visitation
policy," Cranley sa id. He plans to
work more closely wit h the student body, elected officials, and
the University administration,
such as the Vice President for Student Affairs, the Rev. Richard P
Salmi, SJ.

t hough Nick Baumgarter, dean of
Arts and Sciences, hasn'tdismlSSCd
dreams of national publications
and Nobel Prizes in john Carroll's
scientific future.
"Goodsolidresearchexperience
from this funding [will] lead our
s tudents to successful research careers in all sc iences," Baumgarter
sa id.

FALL
continued from page 1

be the addition of signboards in
designated areas in the Atri urn.
Both Cranley and Salmi agree that
they should be student-managed.
"It's a matter of responding in a
responsible fashion ," Cranley said.
Cranley also took issue with the
way this decision was reached, citing lack of communication with
the Student Union ..
"Students are most affected by
Cranley has many ideas in this decision, therefore students
terms of service projects and cam- should have had a say in this decipus activities this year. He hopes to sion," he sa id.
Salmi cited a concerted effort
haveasuccessful Homecoming and
Christmas Formal,3-on-3 Tourna- by the university to "clean up" the
appearance of the Atrium in anmem,etc.
Bu t one of his main goals is to ticipationof therededicationof the
get the Student Issues Committee Studen t Activties Center in Octomore heavily involved this year, ber.
Salmi said thediscussionon this
dealing with with some sensitive
campusissues:suchas racism,sex- issue isfarfromclosed.'It is a cha nee
for all organizations and the adism and homophobia.
Most of all, however, Cranley ministration totalkaboutwhat has
wants to put the power of the Stu- happened in the past, and how it
dent Union back in the hands of can be improved in the future," he
those they represent. ·This i,s our said.
"Its a great opportunity for us to
university. We are the students," ·
start worki ng together," Salmi said.
Cranley said.

994-1995
John arro
Student Union
John Cranley
President

Michael Colyer
Treasurer

Dennis Percy
Vice-President

BillGlunz
Chief Justice

Kristi Vadino
Secretary

Doralice Tavolario
Internal Affairs

Meeting every Tuesday at 5:15 in the Jardine Room.
There is a /of going on:
• Homecoming
• Project Gold
• Focus
• Special Events
• 3 on 3 tournaments
• Finance Committee
• Big Brother /Big Sister
• Judicial Board
• Service Trip to Florida
• Christmas Formal
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Elizabeth McDonald

grade University fa cilities," said
Baumgartner.
According to jackie Sc hmidt
chair of the Communications De~
partment, the new building features a large and Updated televisionstudio rCXJm , AlanStephenson
of the Communicattons Depart-

English department,pointed to the
wmingcenterasthe most dramatic
new feature for his depart ment.
St udents are current! yenjoying
the pi ush new classrooms, the vast
Headed byprofessorSallyJoranko,
LaGuardia said the classroom will
lea rning opportunities and the
hands on experience of the fac ilienable students to participate in a
ties in the Thomas P. O'Malley Cenmore interactive approach to imter for Communications and Lanproving their writing.
guage Arts.
"Eventually,
"We're in the big
we hope th at
i ndividu a ls
leagues now," said Rev. ''It put s us int o a whole different
Richie Salmi, Sj. in referwill be able to
come and disence to the new building, class of school. Its going to
which was open for the
cuss their writing with a staff
first day of classesonAug. ultimately benefit everyone."
and the direc3lafterovera year of construction.
Fr. Richie Salmi tor,"
said
According to john - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - LaGuardia."We
hope to have
Reali, vice president of
Physical Plant, the total cost of the ment added that the new televi- members of the staff from differproject was $7 million,with $5 mil- sion studio ranks john Carroll up ent disciplines and we hope to ultilion of that on the construction. with the top schools in Ohio for matelyexpand beyond the Unive.rsity community."
The building project began in june production classes.
The O'Malley Cente r was
of 1993.
"It will,give us one of the bette.r
The cost was absorbed by a loan programs in the state and its cer- named after Thomas O'Malley,
in excess of $13 million that the tainly going to get better - we're former president of john Carroll
University took during the spring expanding the audio sid e," he said. University. O'Malley is currently
According to Katherine Gatto, thepresidentof Loyola Marymount
of 1993. This loan was obtained
from the sale of over two thousand chair of classical & modern lan- University in Los Angeles, Califorbonds totaling approxi mately guages and cultures, t he second nia.
Fr. Richie Salmi, vice president
$13,000,000. These bonds, which floor is equipped with a language
will pay a 5.6 percent return, will learning center, an international of student affairs, agrees with the
mature in 20 years.
library, and a language club meet- depa rtment heads that the
O'Malley Center is a 1Mlnderful adNickBaumgartner,deanof Arts ing room.
and Sciences, said the new build"The international library will dition to john Carroll University.
"l t puts us into a whole different
ing is simply the first in a series of house in ter national newspapers,
renovations which will be taking periodicals, p rinted matter and spe- class of school," said Salmi. "l am
place all around the University.
cial collectionsof books for students very pleased that thestudents have
"It's all consistent with the idea and faculty to consult," said Gatto. such wonderfulfacilities.I t'sgoing
that you constantly need to upDavid LaGuardia, chair of the to ultimately benefit everyone."
Special Projects Editor
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Students and faculty gather at O'Malley Center reception.

Interns Needed
Business Students wa nted fo r
possible internship with a

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant
Position entails phone work on marketing
ideas in our Mayfield Office.
Looking for enthusiastic, energetic and
articulate students who welcome the
opportunity to work in the financial field.
This could serve as an excellent resume builder.
We will provide references if required.
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Fr. Salmi returns
Christina Hynes
Staff Writer
"This is a college and colleges
candocrazythings,"sa1d Fr.Salm1,
the new Vice President of Student
Affairs,"Butjohn Carroll is the best
because wedoour best. I will never
apologize for being a university."
Salmi believes that college is
about v.Qrking out tensions and
creating a community, yet staying
diversified. And, in the month that
he's been here, no tv.Q days have
been the same.
His new position has brought
him into contact with both faculty
and students, and the tensions between the tv.Q. He now oversees
everythingoutsideof the classroom
that directly involves the students.
Believe it or not, Salmi is not
new to this college scene. ln fact,
after he became a jesuit, he earned
a Masters Degree at Loyola University in Chicago, and taught at St.
John's High School in Toledoand St.
Ignatius in Cleveland, Salmi was a
Campus Mi nister hereforfive years.
Why the change?
Salmi realized that Student Affairs 15 where he belonged. He loves
v.Qrkingwith peopleand being able
to work on problems, suggestions,
and idea situations, he said.
just because something has
never been done, doesn't mean it
can'r,Salmisaid. After he leftJohn
Carroll m 1990, Salmi spent some
time in Africa helpmg AIDS patients, before earning his Ph.D in

H1gher Education Administration
at Boston College.
In order to stay in touch with
the students, Salmi has opted to
live in Pacelli Hall. Salmi said he is
not going to be an admmistrator
whogetssoinvolved in paperwork
heforgets about people. There will
always be tensions among differem groups occasionally, but he's
there to work it out, he said.
"I feel hke Rodney King, 'Can't
we all get along?' That's the key to
success, cooperation," said the 43
year-old jesuit.
Salmi is going to be a good man
to get to know. He said he is always
open to students who have a suggestion or just want to talk Salm1
can be found in his offtce in the
basement of the Recplexor his residence in PacelliorcelebratingMass
Wednesday and Sunday nights at
10:30p.m. in St. Francis Chapel.
Sometimes, you might catch
him playing on the softball field.
Salmi, the outfield guru, ·has been
accused of sticking foil in his glove
to catch some Saturday-md!'ni ng
rays. But, at least his philosophy is
sound.
~You play as a team, he said. "If
someone makes am is take, you pick
up the slack for them."
It is very apparent that his ideas
about teamwork are soundly reflected in his v.Qrk.
"When you screw up, they pick
uptheslackforyou,"he said. "lt'sall
a group effort."

KECK
continued from page 1
tise to john Carroll on several
issues In addition to spreading
enthusiasm for the1r particular
fields among the student body,
they will assis~ the John Carroll
faculty in constructing new, interdisciplinary research pro~cts
Faculty will also benefit fromdime nsional focus, Trivisonno
said .. The Keck Foundation grant
will allow Carroll students both
the time and the technology required to establish proficiency in
research techniques. Many
courses, Coburn stresses, are being designed to give undergraduate stud ems earlier access to labs.
For example, a special summertime laboratory course is proposed specifically for students
between sophomore and junior

ISSUES
continued from page 1
Cranley also wants students to
have more of a say concerning University policy as it pertains to students.
"The students of John Carroll
have very little say over Uni versity policy, the policies that affect
their li ves, such as the visitation
policy," Cranley said. He pla ns to
work more closely with the student body, elected officials, and
the University administration,
such as the Vice President for Stu·
dent Affairs, the Rev. Richard P.
Salmi, Sj.
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years wishing to prepare scienufic
research skills, Coburn said.
Modification of established
courses, among them an inuoduction to laboratory research eqUipment for physics and pre-med majors, will add hours to present undergraduate laboratory experience.
These advancements in john
Carroll'sarsenalof laboratory technology will grant students access
to cutting-edge experimental
methods available.
Trivisonno and Coburn are excited about the introduction of an
atomic force microscope into john
Carroll's researchcirriculum_Current ly, the microscope is used for
DNA research.
Everyone involved with the
Keck Foundation Gram hopes it
will make the transition from undergraduate student to research
scientist as smooth as possible. AI-

though Nick Baumganer, dean of
Arts and Sciences, hasn'td ism1ssed
dreams of national publications
and abel Prizes in john Carroll's
scientific future.
"Good solid research experience
from this funding [will] lead our
students to success[ ul research careers m all sciences." Baumganer
said.

FALL
continued from page 1

be the addition of signboards in
designated areas in the Atrium.
Both Cranley and Salmi agree that
they should be student-managed.
"It's a matter of responding in a
responsible fashion," Cranley said.
Cranleyalsotook issue with the
way th is decision was reached, citing lack of commuiJication with
the Student Union..
"Students are most affected by
Cranley has many 1deas in th is decision, therefore students
terms of service projects and cam- should have had a say in this decipus activities this year. He hopes to sion," he sa id.
Salmi cited a co ncerted effort
haveasuccessfulHomecomingand
Christmas Formal,3-on-3Tourna- by the un iversity to "clean up" the
appearance of the Atrium in anment,etc.
But one of his main goals is to ticipationof the rededication of the
get the St udent Issues Committee Student Activties Center in Octomore heavily involved this yea r, ber.
Salmisaid thediscussionon this
dealing with with some sensitive
campusissues:suchas racism,sex- issueisfarfromclosed. 'ltisachance
for all organizations and the adism and homophobia.
Most of all, however, Cranley ministration to talk about what has
wants to put the power of the Stu· happened in the past, and how it
dent Union back in the hands of ca n be improved in the future," he
those they represent. ·This ~sour said.
'Its a great opportunity for us to
university. We are the students," ·
start working together," Salmi said.
Cranley said.

994-1995
Jo n a r
Student Union
John Cranley
President

Michael Colyer
Treasurer

Dennis Percy
Vice-President

BillGlunz
Chief Justice

Kristi Vadino
Secretary

Doralice Tavolario
Internal Affairs

Meeting every Tuesday a/5: 15 in /he Jardine ~oom.
There is a lol going on:
• Homecoming
• Project Gold
• Focus
• Special Events
• 3 on 3 tournaments
• Finance Committee
• Big Brother /Big Sister
• Judicial Board
• Chrisbnas Formal
• Service Trip to Florida
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Elizabeth McDonald

grade University facilities," said
Baumgartner.
Accordmg to Jackie Schmidt,
chair of the Communications Department, the new building features a large and Updated television studio room, AlanStephenson
of the Communications Depart-

English department,pointed tot he
writing center as the mostdramatic
Studentsarecurrentl yenjoying
new feature for his department.
the plush new classrooms, the vast
Headed by professor Sallyjoran ko,
learning opportunities a nd the
LaGuardia said the classroom wi II
hands on experience of the facilienable students to participate in a
ties in the Thomas PO'Malley Cenmore interactive approach to imter for Communications and Lanproving their writing.
guage Arts.
"Eventually,
"We're in the big
we hope that
11
/t puts us into a whole different
leagues now," said Rev.
individuals
Richie Salmi, Sj. in referwi II be able to
ence to the new building, class of school. It'S going to
come and diswhich was open for the
cuss the1r writ·
first day of classes on Aug. ultimately benefit everyone."
ing with a staff
31af terovera year of conand the direcstruction.
Fr. Richie Salmi tor,"
said
According to john - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - LaGuardia."We
hope to have
Reali, vice president of
Physical Plant, the total cost of the ment added that the new televi- members of the staff from differproject was $7 million,with $5 mil- sion studio ra nks john Carroll up entdisciplinesand we hope to ultilion of that on the constr u ction. with the tap schools in Ohio for mately expand beyond the University communi ty."
The building project began in June production classes.
of 1993.
"I t will_give us one of t he better
The O'Ma lley Center was
The cost was absorbed by a loan programs in the state and its cer- named af ter Thomas O'Malley,
in excess of $13 million that the tainly going to get better - we're former president of john Carroll
University took during the spring expa nding t he aud io side," he said. University. O'Malley is cur rently
of 1993. This loan was ob tained
According to Katherine Gatto, thepresident ofLoyolaMarymount
from thesaleof over two t housand chair of classical & modern lan- University in Los Angeles, Califorbonds totali ng approximately guages and cultures, the second nia.
Fr. Richie Salmi, vice president
$13,000,000. These bonds, w hich floor is equipped with a language
will pay a 5.6 percent return, will learning center, an in ternational of student affairs, agrees with the
mature in 20 years.
library, and a language club meet· department heads that the
O'Malley Center is a wonderful adNick Baumgan ner,dean of Arts ingroom.
and Sciences, said the new build"The international lib rary will dition to john Carroll University.
"lt puts us into a whole different
ing is simply the first in a series of house interna tional newspapers,
renovations which will be taking periodicals,printed matterandspe- class of school," said SalmL "I am
place all around the University.
cialcollectionsof books for students very pleased that the students have
"It's all consistent wit h the idea and faculty to consult," said Gatto. such wonderful facilities. It's going
that you constantly need to upDavid LaGuardia, chair of the to ultimately benefit everyone."
Sp€Cial Projects Editor
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Students and faculty gather at O'Malley Center reception

Interns Needed
Business Students wanted for
possible internship with a

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant
Position entails phone work on marketing
ideas in our Mayfield Office.
Looking for enthusiastic, energetic and
articulate students who welcome the
opportunity to work in the financial field.

This could serve as an excellent resume builder.
We will provide references if required.
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'Peo le' think like customers
JohnR. Thome
EdltOr·ln·Chief

MBNA , a marketing firm m
wants to make john
Carroll Universitystudemsfeellike
a customer- part time, at least.
Thecredncard marketing firm,
based m Delaware is heavily re·
cruiting college students, who
"Think of Yourself as a Customer."
ThIS ph rase is printed over every
doorway in each of the L4 MBNA
offices nationwide, for one reason,
said Peter Osborne, vice president
for corporate communications.
"We don't call them employees at MBNA ," said
Osborne. "We call them people.
We all work together for the
common goal of satisfying customers."
According to Osborne, MBNA
strives to make their "people"
part of every aspect of the
company, in return they mirror this dedication to over L2
million customers worldwide,
Osborne said.
The up-and-coming Delaware-based company, which
started in 1982, began public
trading in 1991.
The majority of MBNA people
are young and the company
wants tO maintain that image,
Osborne said.
"We have many people out
Beach>~'OOd.,

Joame Mosser, a 1994 Carroll graduate, is among 10 JCU
aiLJmi employed fulltime for MBNA in Beachwood. The
marketing firm is now recruiting college students for part
time positions.

MBNA hires'reople
who like people'

of college," Osborne said .
"Colleges and umversities are
a pr11ne source for us fo r employment. There are a number
of employment opportunities
for students in college and universities on a part time baSIS."
MBNA prides itself on thequalityof people employed bythe$14.2
billion lender. And these peopleare
not JUSt salesmen and women ,
Osborne said.
"We have people who like
people," he said of the 10,000
people who call MBNA home
eve ry day.
MBNA markets credit cards
to people with a common interest. Their customers have a
loyalty to a certain organization , and MBNA offers a way
for those people to have one
more thing in common - a
personalized credit card.
Universities. professional
organizations, and even automob ile collectors end orse the
use of MBNA credit cards,
Osborne said.
With millions of people usi ng
MBNA credit cards each day, it
is very important for MBNA to
offer them a reason to keep
using the card instead of a
co mpetitor's bank card. For
Osborne, staying competitive is a

necessary part of bemga big player
m the business world.
Customer representatives, marketi ngspecia Iists, and account collectors are all trained to treat customers as they would want to be
treated.
Touring the marketing cente r on Science Park Drive in
Beachwood, proves the dedication MBNA has to making a
work environment one that
produces happy and productive
people
According to Peter Wise, vice
president for personnel in
Beachwood, many positions that
open up in the company are
offered to cur rent MBNA people,
allowing them to increase their
knowledge of the company.
Many of those include the opportunity to relocate to any of the
other 13office locations within the
U.S. and Europe, Wise said.
In addition topromorion opportunities, MBNA provides on going
on-the-job traininginorderto keep
MBNA people updated and productive in the ever changing business
world, Osborne said.
"I think that somebody who
comes to work here is going to
be given the education, the
equipment, and the support they
need to get his or her job done
well ," said Osborne.

Enrollment in the School of Business drops 18 percent
Ma

Myers

Business Editor

As enrollment in the john Carroll University School of Bus mess drops 18 percent,
Assistant Dean james Daley said students
are pursuing more liberal arts degrees than
before.
The 18.1 percent drop translates
mto 1158 credit hours less this year
than in 1993, according to the Carroll
Office of Institutional Research.
"john Carro ll IS increasingly becom ing a liberal arts umversity," he
said of the 1994 Fall semester decrease.
Daley first suspected enrollment in
the School of Business would decline
two years ago when he noticed the
number of students in acco unting
courses had dropped significa ntl y.
This mdicated a possible drop of future
enrollees in the School of Business, because
most pre-busmess majors take accounting
during their sophomore year, he said.
The departments that have experienced the most dramatic drop in enrollment this Fall are accountancy, econom-

Take the keys.

Call a cab.
Take a stand.

. Friends
don't
let
friends
drink
and
drive.

ics, and finance.
While business departments witness a
drop in enrollment, che mistry and biology
areseeinga rise,suggestingan increase in the
number of students in a pre-medical program, Daley said.
The enrollment in the physical education and sociology departments have gone
up as well, according to the john Carroll
Office of Institutional Research.
Enrollment in management, marketing.
and logistics classes has also grown. This
suggests a number of students are taking
business classes to supplement courses
required for non-business majors, Daley
said .
"It appears that many (non-business)
students, as they approach their JUnior and
senior years, realize that their marketability
will be enhanced if businessclassesare taken
and added to their resumes," Daley said.
He also noted that many students may be
pursuing businessasa minor, but designated
minorsarenotofficially noted unti !students
apply for grad uation.
The increased enrollment in the manage-

ment, marketing, and logistics department
is an indication that this hypothesis may be
true, he said.
Daley suggests the Industrial Psy chology Progr'am for JCU undergraduates as an option that combines business
classes and a liberal a rts major.
The university core is strong m libera l
arts, and non-business maJOrs may be recognizing the need for association with
business, Daley said .
"Liberal Ans is enhanced with aug-

mentation with a structured business program," he said.
The drop in the number of students pursuing a degree in busin~ is notonlya tjohn
Carroll, but on a national level as well, Daley
said. jesuit schools nationwide have experienced a similar decline. According to Daley,
the Association of Jesuit Business Deans reports that of highschool seniors planning to
attend college, only 15 percent plan to pursue a business degree. This figure is down
from 26 percent only five years ago.

artists, photographers and ad reps. If
you are interested, please stop in the
office or drop off your name and
number where we can contact you.
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le· think like customers
JolvlR. Thome
Editor-on-chief

.Jo<n1e Mosser. a 1994 Carroll graduat e, is among 10 JCU
ah.rnni employed fulltime for MBNA in Beachwood. The
marketing firm is now recrui ting college students for part
t ime positions.

MBNA, a marketing firm in
Beachwood, wants to make john
Carroll Universitystudentsfeel Hke
a customer- pan t ime, at least.
Thecred it card marketing fi rm,
based m Delaware IS heavily recru ning college stude nts, w ho
"Think of Yourself as a Customer."
This ph rase is prin ted over every
door way in each of the 14 MBNA
offices nationwide, for one reason,
sa id Peter Osborne, vice president
for corporate communications.
"We don't ca ll them em·
ployees at MBNA," said
Osborne. "We call them people.
We all work together for the
common goal of sa tisfying customers."
According to Osborne, MBNA
strives to make the ir "people"
part of every aspect of the
company, in return they mirror this dedication to over l2
million customers worldwide,
Osborne said.
The up-and-coming Delaware-based company, which
started in 1982, began public
trading in 1991.
The majority of MBNA people
are young and the company
wants tO maintain that image,
Osborne said.
"We have many people out

MBNA hi res 'people
who like people'

necessary part of being a big player
m the business world.
Customer represema ti ves, rna rketingspeclal ists,and account collecwrs are all named w treat customers as they wou ld want to be
treated.
.
To uring the market ing cenSIS
MBNA pr ides itself on the qual· ter o n Science Pa rk Dri ve in
ityof people employed by th e$14.2 Beac hwood, proves the dedi bill ion lender And these people are cation MBNA has to making a
not JUSt salesmen and women , work environment one that
produces happy and productive
Osborne said.
"We have people who like peopl e.
According to Peter Wise, vice
people," he said of the 10,000
people who call MBNA home president for personnel in
Beachv.ood, many positions that
every day.
MBNA markets credit cards open up in the company are
to people with a common inter- offered to current MBNA people,
est. Their customers have a allowing them to increase their
loyalty to a certain organiza- knowledge of the company.
Many of those include the option, and MBNA offers a way
for those people to have one portunity to relocate to any of the
more th ing in common - a other Doffice locations within the
US. and Europe, Wise said.
personalized credit card.
In add it ion to promotion opporUniversities, professional
organizations, and even auto- tunities. MBNA provides on going
mobile collectors endorse the on-the-job traininginorderto keep
use of MBNA credit cards , MBN A people updated and productive in the ever changing business
Osborne sa id
With millions of people using world, Osborne said.
"! think that somebody who
MBNA credit cards each day, it
is very important for MBNA to comes to work here is going to
offer them a reason to keep be given th e educa tion, the
using the ca rd instead of a equipment, and the support they
competitor's ba nk card. For need to get his or her job done
Osborne, staying competitive is a we ll ," said Osborne.
of co llege," Osbo rne said.
"Colleges an d un 1ve rsities are
a pnme source for us for employment The re are a number
of employment opportuni ties
for students in college and un ive rsiues on a part time ba-

.

Enrollment in the School of Business drops 18 percent
Ma

Myers

ics, and finance.
While business departments witness a
Business Editor
As enrollment in the john Carroll Uni· drop in enrollment, chemistry and biology
versity School of Business drops 18 percent, areseeingarise,suggestingan increase in the
Assistant Dean james Daley said studentS number of students in a pre-medical proare pursuing more Iiberal arts degrees than gram, Daley said.
be fo re.
The enrollment in the ph ysical educaThe 18.l pe rcen t dro p trans lates tion and sociology depanm enrs have gone
mt o 11 58 credi t hour s le ss this year up as well, according to the john Carroll
than in 1993, according to the Ca rroll Office of Institutional Research.
Office of InstitutiOnal Research.
Enrollment in management, marketing,
"john Carroll 1s in creasingly be· and logistics classes has also grown. This
coming a liberal arts university," he suggestS a number of students are taking
said of the 1994 Fall semester decrease. business classes to supplement courses
Daley first suspected enrollmem in required for non·busmess majors, Daley
the Scho ol of Business wou ld decline said.
"It appears that many (non-business)
two years ago when he noti ced the
number of students tn accounting students, as they approach their junior and
senior years, realize that their marketability
courses had dropped sigmficantly.
This indicated a possible drop of future will be enhanced if businessclassesare taken
enrollees in the School of Business, because and added to thetr resumes," Da ley said.
most pre-business majors take accounting
He also noted that many students may be
during their sophomore year, he said. pursuingbusinessasa minor, but designated
The depar tments that have experi - minorsarenot officially noted untilstudents
enced the most dramatic drop in en - apply for graduat ion.
The mcreasedenrollment in the managerollment this Fall areaccountancy,econom-
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ment , marketing, and logistics department
is an indication that this hypothesis may be
true, he said.
Daley sugges ts the Industrial Psy chology Program for JCU undergraduates as an option that combines busi ness
classes and a liberal arts major.
The universi ty core is strong in libe ral
arts, and non-business majors may be recognizing the need for association with
business, Daley said .
"Liberal Arts is enhanced with aug-
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mentation with a structured business program," he sa id
The drop in the number of studentS pursuing a degree in businf?S is notonlyatjohn
Carroll, but on a national level as well, Daley
said.jesuit schools nationwide have experienced a si mila r decline. According to Daley;
th e Association of jesuit Business Deans reports that of highschool seniors planning to
attend college, only 15 percent plan to pursue a business degree. This figure is down
from 26 percent only five years ago
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We were surprised by the ingeMellssa Tllk
nuityandcrea tivitydemonstrated
Features Editor
f h
d 1 by Carroll students. In view o t e
ted
lofts
we
saw
it
seems
.
Photographer Mike j ames an
toured several dorms to find out cornp1Jca
'
h
thatrnanystudentsaremuch more
exactly how students make t ern- talented carpenters than we could
selves comfortable at their home
have imagined.
away from home.
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Going 'bunkers'
atJCU
Creativity enhances dorm life
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And still more surprises...
Sophomores Craig Haran and
Matt Olver invent ed

Some aspects appear to be recurringsuch asspace-savmg lofts,
b
1
ous color
ut we a so saw nurner
coordmated rooms and even some
h
h
· 1f h
wtth at erne sue as troptca ts .
And, there were the old standard
1
A
•
h
Sa vation' rmyesque couc es.

utilitarian lofts for Craig's
Pacelli room. These beds
actually fold up and lock
against the wall so guests
can sit comfort ably on the
couch below. 'We wanted to
be able to stand in the room
without hitting our heads on
the lofts." said Haran. 'We
Dolan resident Jen Neis built a loft with her Dad's help,
remin iscent of the old TV show Different Strokes. Then; all
her friends stopped by to help her decorate .1t Here, Jen s
friend Ryan Stumphauzer stopped by for a VISit.

came up with the idea at the
end of last year," said Olver.
They began bui lding Saturday
when they arrived but
Wow! Guys living in Murphy. It just doesn'.t seem p~ssible , but
we found freshmen Ali Azarvan, Sean Lav1n and Chns Roman
part icipating in their own style of karoke on a Fnday even1ng.
They even seem to be dressed for the occas1on.

--

measured the ceiling
incorrectly and ended up
spending their first night
back at JCU sleeping on the

Do you have an unusual pet that
you keep in your dorm room?

floor. The Res ident Direct or
knocked on their door at 2
a.m. after complaint s about

If 50 we'd like to hear about it! P~ea~ leave yourfnfame
and 'number for the Features Ed1tor m the CN o ICe.

the noise from their
hammering.

• ••
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

4:00 TO 7:30PM

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

FRIDAY

4:00 TO 9:00PM

great skills••.
(Above) Some students purchased their lofts from friends
vmo moved off campus or graduated, but unless ~ou .live 1n
the same room, you're not guaranteed the.lofts Will f1t your
abode. Jeff Adic and Sean Logan found th1s out when they
attempted to fit loft s bought from Rob Farley 1nto the1r
Pacelli room. They ended up having to practical ly t ake the
lofts apart and recut everything t.o fit the room.
. .
(left) We were looking for some 1nt ere_st1ng decorat 1ng 1deas
for the suites and ran into freshmen su1 t emates C~arle~
Smith, Brad Harrison and John White hang1ng out w1th fnends
in Murphy.

It's

I
•

Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of te~t prep
tools available. From videos to software to v1rt~al
reality practice tests with computerized analys1s to
great teache'rs who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Attention all Student Union
chartered organizations:
The Carroll News is now offering
advertising at 50%for you. Advertise for
smokers, organizational meetings
or whatever! See Tony in
The Carroll News for more details.

Call: (216)831-2233
get a

•

higher score
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Going 'bunkers'
at
CU
Creativity enhances dorm life
We were surprised by the ingenuityandcreativitydemonstrated
f h
by Carroll students. In view o t e
complicated Joftswesaw,itseems
thatmanystudemsaremuchmore
talented carpenters than we could
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And still more surprises...
Sophomores Craig Haran and
Matt Ol ver invented

Some aspects appear to be recurringsuch
as space-saving lofts,
b
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ut w.e
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so
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numerous
co ord
d
d
coor mate roomsan even some
With a theme such as troptcal ftsh.
And, there were the old standard
1
·
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Sa vat ion 'Armyesque couc es.

utilitarian loft s for Craig's
Pace lli room. These beds
actuall y fold up and lock
against the wall so guest s
can sit comfortably on the
couch below. 'We wanted to
be able to stand in the room
without hitting our heads on
the lofts." said Haran. 'We
Dolan resident Jen Neis built a loft with her Dad's help,
reminiscent of the old TV show Differen t Strokes. Theil; al l
her friends stopped by to help her decorate .1 t Here, Jen s
friend Ryan Stumphauzer stopped by for a VISit.

came up with the idea at the
end of last year," said Olver.
They began building Saturday
when they arrived but
Wow! Guys living in Murphy. It just doesn't seem fX?SSible, but
we found freshmen Ali Azarvan, Sean Lavtn and ~hns Roman
part ici pating in their own st yle of karoke on~ Fnday eventng.
They even seem t o be dressed for the occaston.

measured the ceiling
incorrectly and ended up
spending the ir first night
back at JCU sleeping on the

Do you have an unusual pet that
you keep in your dorm room?

floor. The Resident Direct or
knocked on their door at 2
a.m. after complaints about

If so we'd like to hea r about it! Please leave your n.ame
and number for the Features Ed nor m £he CN office.

the noise from their
hammering.

•••
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

FRIDAY

4:00 TO 7:30"PM

4:00 TO 9:00PM

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills••.
(Above) Some students purchased their lofts from fri~nds
who moved off campus or graduated, but unless Y.ou .live tn
the same room, you're not guaranteed the. lofts Will ftt your
abode. Jeff Adic and Sean Logan found thts out when they
attempted to fit lofts bought from Rob Farley tnto thetr
Pacelli room. They ended up having to practically take the
lofts apart and recut everything t.o fit the.room.
. .
(Left) We were looking for some mteresttng decorattng tdeas
for the suites and ran into freshmen suttemat es C~arles
Smith, Brad Harrison and John White hanging out wtth fnends
in Murphy.

l's

I
•

Attention all Student Union
chartered organizations:
The Carroll News is now offering
advertising at 50%for you. Advertise for
smokers, organizational meetings
or whatever! See Tony in
The Carroll News for more details.

Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of te~t prep
tools available. From videos to software to vtrt~al
reality practice tests with computerized analys1s to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Call: (216)831-2233
get a

higher score

APLAN

WORLD VIEW
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Briefs from the homefront

No 'quick fix' in Ireland
Jamie Aurlcchlo

World Vtew ;: -:Ed;;';-ito.:. :rc:.:. : . _ _ __
When Trelford Whithersdied on August
8 this past summer he became one of the
3,168 vicnms caught in the crossfire of a
three sided wan hat has raged smce thel2th
century.
A cease fire proclaimed last Wednesday
could make him the last.
The Irish Republican Army ORA) called
for the cease fireforthe second time this year.
The first was m April, a three day break for
Easter Last week's promises to last longer,
with the IRA's political wing, Sinn Fein,
announcing a "complete cessation of mtlt·
tary operations." Allthts comes after the
worst month of fatalities in the historyof the
conflict.
Twenty-five died in july
Irish Prime Minister AI ben Reynolds has
called this latest effort, "the best opponuni ty
stnce parmion." However many remain
guardedly optimistic, if not skepncal. Kay
Meekings whose daughter was killed in a
bombingin1992,isjustoneof the many who
have doubts,
"!lose faith in peace plans,' she said.· But
it would be nice, wouldn't it, if Danielle did
die for a reason."
There will be no quick fix, all parties involved will admit that; but for once this
breakthrough has something that there has
not been in years past, an apparently sincere
effort on all sides.
Last Decem~r British and Irish governments revealed plans for peace m North Ireland, but since then, all sides have remained
firm on rhetr demands, and for the rRA the
requests are simple "No Surrender and no

British"
If thisls,infact, the"beginmngof the end"
of the aged conflict, It would help to know
, JUSt where things began, to avotd the mistakes of the past. The problem is a concise
version of events d1fftcul t, if not, impossible
to ascertam. If you talk to the British a far
different story emerges than the story of the
IRA
Essentially the most succint and objective summation is: The strife dates all the
way back to the l2th century when England
first invaded Ireland,. The predominantly
Catholtc 1sle eventually became a thorn m
the s1de of Protestant rulers.
By 1800 Ireland had become pan of the
United Kingdom, but in l920strife between
loyal protestants and Catholtc na[lonalists
forced Britain to split the tsland, the Stx
counttes of Ulster in the north and the 26
county Republic of Ireland to the south. The
Republic ldt the UK in 1948. Catholic nationalists in the North hoped to do the same
but theNorth is two-thirds Protestant, nearly
all of whom ardaahful to the Crown. •
In 1969, Britisn troops occupied Ulster
after fifteen people were killed in a born bing
by the militant-Protestant Ulster Volunteer
Force in Belfast in retaliation of recent
bombings by the IRA
The IRA had been a deadly force long
before that, and, in fact, performed its first
signifigant miltary operation, "Operation
Harvest" in December of 1956. British military intervention outraged Catholics,
whether they agreed with the IRA$ terroristic tactics or not. The three sided war has
raged since.
Bmh sides are skeptical; perhaps they act

out of habit, (after a II the IRA
has declared cease fires in the
past). 6 total cessations have
been called since 1972,all wirh
the same result more bloodshed, more misery
All sides remain bitter, Protestants claim
that the government has "sold"
them down
the nver. The
suspicious
Catholics
claim,"Loyalist
pari iamentaries
will try and

WORLD VIEW
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Buffalo

Cityteachershavegonewithout
a com ract since 1990. and no end is
in sight to labor disputes.... Citizens
on the east side question why tt
took twenty minutes for rescue
umts to arrive at a blaze less than
threeblocksawayfrom the nearest
flrestation, a two year old boy died
of smoke inhalation

Detroit
Thefolks who make Oreocookies report that 31 percemof people
in the Detroit area are twisters and

29 percent are clunkers. This according to a phone poll of 174,00
people across the country.
Pittsburg

---cfaf ton"'P,-en-n-sy'lv_a_n.,..ia..,..h-as-anew
claim to fame. MarkSchuster,altfe
long resident has mvented a new
game called "bolfball". Schuster,
an avid softball player became
frustrated with his golf game, so he
changed the rules. Play takes place
on a golf course, where the "clatter"
takes his "clat,"(a shaved down bat
with the head of a putter) throws a

ball up in theatr andswmgsaway
The games has taken off, Schuster
has plans for a "Bolfball Hall of
Fame" to be built at the birth sight
of thegame,CraftonGolf Cluh.
Chicago

Authorites are still looking for
answersaftereleven year old Robert
Sandifuropenedfireon twogroups
of people last sunday, killing one
and injuring two more. Police
believethatSandtfur who was later
found with tv.u bullets in h1s head,
was taking part in a gang rite.

l
J

draw the IRA
-~ M
back into the
~
conflict by target~ ~
_ . l £ I N S T E R
ing Cathohcs ... we
<>~ / • • ·:. . . /
will bepayingfor the
cease-fire with our
~
"
lives."
.
This movement
towards peace
•
··,
has not reI a x e. d
,..f~
M U N S T E R
-~~
anyone's
!.griponthe
trigger,
a n
unionwithBritainfortheunited
nounced
Ireland that Catholics seek,' the
members
group said.
of the Ulster
The Protestant militants ca ll the ceaseFreedom Fighters
fire a "recipe for civil war"
group,
No one trusts the government, no one
"We will not sit back and allow ourselves trusts each other- tough start for peace.
to be coerced and persuaded into trading a
Wure sou rces cont ri outed to this article.
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AccordingtotheCensusBureaus
new "County and Clly Data
Book"
Most educated city:
Raleigh, N.C. ( 40.6% adults with
Bachelor's Degree)
Most rain:
MoblieJ\ Ia.(64 inches annually)
Most Taxes:
Washington D.C. t$3.978 per
captta)
Oldest Homes:

Buffalo, N.Y. ( 681% built before
1939)
More Workers:
Mesa, Ariz. (1053% mcrease
in the labor force from 1980 to
'90)

Most Populated county:
Los Angeles, Calif. (90 million)
Least populated county:
Loving, Texas041)
RichestCounty:
Marin,Calif (annual income per
capita: $28381)
Poorestcount.y Shannon,S.D.
(annual income per captta:
$3,411)

a

Savings is the Bottom Line!<&>

SmHh Corona

r

Word Processor
o MS-DOS file format
compatibility
o 12' CRT 24-line x
80-character display
o Auto Spell & Thesaurus
o Modell/ PWP3B50
0202-5891 Ust Price $599.99

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
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SPIRAL BOUND PAGES

Day Runner Canvas Planner

p

• \nc\udes August 1994-Ju\y 1995 ca\en!lar

oTelephone/address directory
o Black, gray or blue
o51/2'x81/2'
0403-9748
List Price $16.00

<!Campu~ . :ffiinistrp ~taft
Cynthia Anne Caparella
Peter Fennessy, S.J.
Mill or
Joan Lauer
Dr. James Lavin
Home
Annie Mulcahy
East
Mary Noel, O.P.
Joseph Schell, S.J.
Rodman

397-4721
397-4701
397-4579
397-4717
397-1717
932-1669
397-4176
397-4260
397-4709
397-4630
397-4580

Retreats
October 28-29- Freshman Retreat
November 18-19 - Antioch XVII
January 8-16 - 8-Day Retreat
March 24-25, 1995- Antioch XVIII
May 11-19, 1995- 8-Day Retreat
Senior Retreat TBA

Monday Through Friday
11 :00 A.M.
The Lady Chapel
12:05 P.M.
The Lady Chapel
10:30 P.M .
Murphy Hall Chapel -Monday
10:30 P.M .
Sutowski Hall Chapel -Tuesday
10:30 P.M.
Bernet Hall Chapel -Wedneday
Saturday
Saint Francis Chapel
6:30P.M.
Sunday
Saint Fancis Chapel
lO:OOA.M.
Saint Francis Chapel
12:00 Noon
Saint Francis Chapel
6:30P.M.
Saint Francis Chapel
10:30 P.M .

~arrament

of l\.econcihation

Priests at JCU are dvailabLe for face-to-face
confession during regular ·office hours or
upon request. Fr. Schell's confessional next to
the Ministry Offices may be used (during
regular office hours) when the amber light
indicates he is available.

$1199

~~~J~S:~~~!tculator $99.00

Qfuc{Jarfsttc JLiturgies

0203·6193 Lis1 Price $135.00

OlliceMax Everyday Low Price

Nallonall'" 3-Ring Binder
oS1/2'x11"
oDouble inside
• Available in
seven colors
0400·4507

12 PACK

COUEGE RULED

ASSORI'ED COLORS

Mead 5 SubJect
Notebook
• Spiral bound
•81/2"x11 '
•200 sheets

Blc Round Stlc

• Medium or line ball point
• Feather-light, 11exible barrel ~) '· .//;
• Assorted colors
~ ' /-:'
List Price $3.60

0601-6875

1001-1006 Black
1001-0999 Blue

List Price $3.80

1001-1~15 Red

rT'ead
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

P----------

!WifidHI!
---------~
We'll
match any local competitMs
amertised price on an identical
item, or we'll cheerfully refund
the difference if the item was
purchased from us within seven
days of the competitor's ad.
AO errors, closeouts and
clearances are excluded.

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
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~
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VOICE ACTIVATED

01J111PUS

Mlcrocassane
Recorder

OLYMPUS

• Adjustable
microphone sensitivity
oDual-speed operation
oPause function
• Model# S922
0201·8710 Ust Price $59.00

.

ggc ,~1024

J'
Fine Point Blue
1001-1033 Fine Point Black

Office Max Everyday Low Price

Office Max Everyday Low Price

Special Hours For Back-To-School Shopping Now Through September 11th

Sun. 10 am-6 pm • Mon.-Fri. aam-10 pm • Sat. 9 am-9 pm

NEWEST STORE'

WE'VE MOVED TO A NEW LOCATIONt

ROCKY RIVER: River Plaza Center Ridge Road, south of
1-90, 1112 miles east of Columbia Road ..............356-2550

WILLOUGHBY HILLS: Loehmann's PlaZa. Between Revco
and Sam's Club,Bishop and Chardon Rds.
1/4 mile south of 1-90 ........................................... 943-7680
hiDDLEBURG HTS.: Smhh Road, between Pearl & W.130th
Street. Southland ShQ. Ctr. area .............................884-0505
NORTH OLMSTED: 26035 Lorain Road across
from Great Northern Mall ....................................... 734-2180

MAYRELD HTS .: Golden Gate Shopping Center.
Mayfield Rd. at 1-271 ..................................... .......446-0200
MENTOR: Outside Great Lakes Mal Hast par111ng lot, next to
NTC Movies ...........................................................074-4m
Clevelllld Telepllone Number - ...................... _ ..942-8154

~2~,:~~A~~~:m~,P..~:.~.o-~~~~~~--~-~----~-~~~~

To your horne or olfrce
wtlhtn our del1very area
Oe ltvwes rnJde 1ext bus mess day
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Jamie Aurlcchlo
When Trelford Whithersdied on August
8 this past summer he became one of the
3,168 victims caught in the crossfire of a
three sided war that has raged since the 12th
century
A cease fire proclaimed last WedneSday
cou ld make him the last
The Irish Republican Army (IRA) called
forthecease fi re for the second time this year.
The first was in April, a three day break for
Easter. Last week's promises to last longer,
with the IRA's political wing. Sinn Fein,
announcing a "complete cessation of military operations." All this comes after the
worst month of fatalities in the historyof the
confl ict.
Twenty-five died inj uly.
Ir ish Prime Minister A !ben Reynolds has
called this latest effort, "the best opportunity
si nce partition.' However many rema in
guardedly optimistic, if not skeptical. Kay
Meekings whose daughter was killed in a
bombingin l992,is justoneof the many who
have doubts,
"I lose faith in peace plans," she said. "But
it would be nice. wouldn't it, if Dan ielle did
die for a reason."
There will be no quick fix, all parties involved will admit that; but for once this
breakthrough has something that there has
not been in years past, an apparently sincere
effort on all sides.
Last Decem~r British and Irish governments revealed plans for peace in North Ireland, but since then, all sides have rema ined
fi rm on their demands, and for the IR A the
requests are simple: "No Surrender and no

Bntish."
If thisis,infact, the"begmningof theend"
of the aged confliCt, it would help to know
• JUS! where things began, to avoid the m1stakes of the past The problem is a concise
vers1on of events difficult, if not, impossible
to ascertai n. If you talk to the Bmish a far
different story emerges than the story of the
IRA
Essentially the most succint and objective summation is: The strife dates all the
way back to the 12th century when England
first invaded Ireland,. The predominantly
Catholic isle eventually became a thorn in
the side of Protestant rulers.
By 1800 Ireland had become pan of the
United Kmgdom, but in l920stnfe between
loya l protestants and Catholic nationalists
forced Br itain to split the island , t he Stx
counties of Ulster in the nonl>i and the 26
county Republic of Ireland to the south. The
Republic lefl the UK in 1948. Catholic nationalists in the North hoped to do the same
but the North is two-thirds Protestant, nearly
all of whom are faith ful tO the Crown.
In 1969, Britisn troops occupied Ulster
after fifteen people were killed in a bombing
by the militant-Protestant Ulster Volunteer
Force in Belfast in retaliation of recent
born bi ngs by the IRA.
The IRA had been a deadly force long
before that, and, in fact, performed its first
signifigant miltary operation, "Operation
Harvest" in December of 1956. British mtli·
tary intervention outraged Ca t holi cs,
whether they agreed with the IRA's terroristic tactics or not. The three sided war has
raged since.
Both sides are skeptical; perhaps they act

out of habit, (after aU the IRA
has declared cease fires in the
past), 6 total cessations have
beencalledsince 1972,allwith
the same result rnore bloodshed, more misery.
All sides remain bitter, Protestants claim
that the government has •sold"
them down
rhe nver. The
suspicious
Catholics
claim, "Loyalist
parliamentaries
will try an d
draw the IRA
.~ l!fl
~
back into the
~
)
conflict by targetL E I N S T E R
ing Catholi c s... we
"""%.,.,
·: .··.. / .
willbepayingfor the ~iJ..
cease-[ire with our
~
"
lives."
.
·
··
This movement
{~
.........
wward s peace
•
.,
has not re ~
'
iL
] a X e d
,f
M U N 8 T E R
·~/W'
an yo ne's ;;(~1
~
griponthe
tr igge r.
}
a n
un ion with Britainfortheunited
no un ce d
Ireland that Catholics seek," the
member s
group said.
of the Ulster
The Protestant militants call the ceaseFreedom Fighters
fire a "recipe for ci vil war."
group,
No one trusts the government, no one
"We will not sit back and a llow ourselves trusts eac h other - tough stan for peace.
to be coerced and persuaded into trading a
Wure sources contribu ted to this article.
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Briefs from the homefront

No 'quick fix' in .reland
World View Editor
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Buffalo
City teachers have gone with out
acontractsincel990, and no end is
in sight to labor disputes .. Ciri2ens
on the east side quest ion why it
took twenty minu tes for rescue
units to arrive at a blaze less than
three blocks away fro m the nearest
fire stati on, a two year old boy died
of smoke inhalauon.
Detroit

The folks who m akeOreocookies report that3l percent of people
in the Detroit area are twisters and

Figured
Facts

ball up in the air andswmgsaway.
The games has taken off, Schuster
has plans for a "Bolf ball Hall of
Fame" to be buJl t at the birth sight
of the game, Crafton Golf Cluh.

29 percent are clunkers. This according tO a phone poll of 174,00
people across the country.
Pittsburg
Crafton Pennsylvania has a new
claim to fame. MarkSchuster,a life
long resident has invented a new
game called "bolfbal l". Schuster.
an avid softba ll player became
rrustrated with his golf game, so he
changed the rules. Play takes place
on a golf course, where the"clatter"
takes his "clat,"(a shaved down bat
with the head of a putter) throws a

Chicago
Auth~o=-r,-ites-a-re_s...,ti"ll'look..,-I:-.n-g7fo-r
answe rsaf tereleve n year old Robert
Sandtfur openedfireon t"''Ogroups
of people last sunday, killing one
and inju ring two more. Police
believe thatSandifur who was la ter
found with t~ bullets in his head,
was taking part m a gang rite

Buffalo, N.Y. ( 68.1% built before
1939)
More Workers:
Mesa, Ari2. (lOS.3%increase
in the labor force from 1980 to

AccordingtotheCensusBureaus
new "County and City Data

'90)

Book"·
Most educated city:
Raleigh, N.C. (40.6%adu Its with
Bachelor's Degree)
Most rain:
MoblieAla.(64 inchesannually)
Most Taxes:
Washington D.C. ($3,978 per
capita)
Oldest Homes:

Most Populated county:
Los Angeles, Calif. (90 million)
Least populated county:
Loving, Texas(l4l)
RichestCounty :
Marin,Calif(annualincomeper
capita $28381)
Poorestcounty: Shannon.S.D.
(a nnual inco me per capita:
$3,417)

OfficeMax®
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Savings is the Bottom Line!"

Smtih Corona
Word Processor
• MS-DOS tile format
compatibility
• 12' CRT 24-line x
SO-character display
• Auto Spell & Thesa urus
• Model # PWP3850
0202·5891List Pnce $599.99

V

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
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QCampus.:fflintstrp ~taff
Cynthia Anne Caparella
Peter Fennessy, S.J.
Millar
Joan Lauer
Dr. James Lavin
Home
Annie Mulcahy
East
Mary Noel , 0. P.
Joseph SchelL S.J.
Rodman

397-4721
397-4701
397-4579
397-4717
397- 1717
932-1669
397-4176
397-4260
397-4709 '
397-4630
397-4580

l\.etreats
October 28-29 - Freshman Retreat
November 18-1 9 -Antioch XVII
January 8-16 - 8-Day Retreat
March 24-25, 1995- Antioch XVIII
May 11 -19, 1995 - 8-Day Retreat
Senior Retreat TBA

SPIRAL BOUND PAGES

Day Runner Canvas Planner
• Includes August 1994- July 1995 ca\emlar

p

• Teltphonataddress directory
• Black. gray or blue
•51 /2' ~81/2"

0403-9746
List Price $16.00

Texas Instruments

Qfucl)artsttc JLtturgtes
Monday Through Friday
11:00 A.M.
The Lady Chapel
12:05 P.M.
The Lady Chapel
10:30 P.M.
Murphy Hall Chapel -Monday
10:30 P.M.
Sutowski Hall Chapel- Tuesday
10:30 P.M.
Bernet Hall Chapei-Wedneday
Saturday
Saint Francis Chapel
6:30P.M.
Sunday
Saint Fancis Chapel
10:00 A.M.
Saint Francis Chapel
12:00 Noon
Saint Francis Chapel
6:30P.M.
Saint Francis Chapel
10:30 P.M .

~acrament

of i\econctliatton

Priests at JCU are availabl_e for face-to-face
confession during regular ·office hours or
upon request. Fr. Schell's confessional next to
the Ministry Offices may be used (during
regular office hours) when the amber light
indicates he is available.

iTI-BS Graphic Calculator

$1199

$99 oo

·

0203-6193 List Price $135.00

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
12 PACK

COLLEGE RULED

ASSORTED COLORS

National ,.. 3-Ring Binder
•81 /2"x1 1'
• Double inside poe
• Avai la ble in
seven colors

• Spiral bound

0400·4 507

0601-6675
List Price $3.80

.M

Blc Round Stlc

Mead 5 SubJect
Notebook

<

• Medium or fine ball point
F ~
• Feather-light. flexible barrel ~,~
.fl£
• Assorted colors
"'~ · /.-'.

•81 /2' x11 '

• 200 sheets

/

~
/) /~
. -~r~
.r
~
~

List Price $3.60
1001-1006 Black
1oo1-0999 Blue
1001-1015 Re d

"·
~z

'
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VOICE ACTIVATED

OIJDIPUS
Mlcrocassette
Recorder

OLYMPUS

• Adjustable
microphone sensitivity
• Dual-speed operation
• Pause function
• Model ft. S922
0201-8710 List Price $59.00

. ~ /'/

Nationar
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

·----------

!HijiVJ!ml!
~We'll
--------~
match any-local
competito~s
advertised pnce on an identical
item, or we'll cheerfully refund
the difference if the item was
purchased from us within seven
days of the competitor's ad.
Ad errors, closeouts and
clearances are excluded.

ITead
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

I IC

1001-1024 Fine Point Blue
1001-1 033 Fine Point Black

OfficeMax Everyday Low Pnce

OffJceMax Everyday Low Price

Special Hours For Back-To-School Shoppmg Now Through September 11 1h

Sun. 10 am-6 pm • Mon.- Fri. 8 am-1 0 pm • Sal 9 am-9 pm

NEWEST STORE!

WE'VE MOVED TO A NEW LOCATION!

ROCKY RIVER: River PlaZa. Center Ridge Road, so lith of
1-90, 11/2 miles east ol Columbia Road .......... .... 35&-2550

WILLOUGHBY HILLS : Loehmann's PlaZa. Between Revco
and Sam's Clu b,Bishop and Chardon Rds.
1/4 mile southof 1-90............... ........................... 943-7680
MIDDLEBURG HTS.: Smith Road. between Pearl & W.130th
Street. Southland Shp. Ctr. area ............................ 884-0505
NORTll OLMSTED: 26035 Lorain Road across
Irom Great Northern Mall....................................... 734-2180

MAYAELD HTS.: Golden Gate Shopping Center.
Mayfield Rd. at 1-271 .............................. ...............446-0200
MENTOR: Outside Great Lakes Malkast par1<1ng lot, next to
NTC Movies . ......................... ........... ....... ...............l7'-4m
Cleveland Telepllllne Number __ ........... __ ..__942-8164

~~~~~:~AL~~~~m~,P.~ :.~.~.~~~~~~. ~~:.~.~~~

---- - - -

To your home or otiJce
w1 thm our del,very area
·
Oeliver1es made next busmess dav
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Odd Girl Out's Live in Concert is not OOd, nor out
Elizabeth McDonald
Special Projects Editor

One thingthatcannot besaidof
Odd Girl Out after listening to Live
ln Concert is that all their songs
sound the same.
Thisalbumshowshowhardthe
band has worked and succeeded at
developing its own
musical style. Each
song on this album
has something that
distinguishes it
from the others. Using a violin, piano,
and cello, the band
IS branchmg out
from its acoustic
beginnmgs.
OGO is a five
member
band
which consists of
Anne E. DeChant,
AleJos Ames, Chris
deHaas,
Brian
Bretton,
and
Victoria Fliegel.
OGO,
which
formed in March of Odd Girl Out
1990, appeals to college-age fans probably because the
songs attempt to address issues
which concern our generation.
Thts album is a compilation of
some of the songs the band has
produced in the last four years recorded live£ rom theShoreCultural
Centre on October 1 and 2, 1993.
The songs on this album address a
wide variety of topics rangingf rom

-------

----

a lonely evening to the Holocaust.
Live 1n Conctrt begins with a
song called" All! Know," which is
one of the best tn terms of harmony and general vocal sounds.
Dabbling in various social issues
such as raCJsm and religion, this
song sets a strong early tone. It

compliments the voice of Victoria
Fliegel well and provides a good
beginning overall.
The next song, "Lone!y," along
with "Again"and "Moment of Fire"
(later on the album) fall short m
the lyric department but have good,
distinctive sounds overall.
The two strongest songs on the
album are undoubtedly "Swastika

of Hate" and "Green Hand." The
strength in each case lies tn the fact
that a clear and controversial toptc
is being addressed. According to
Anne E DeChant, the lyncist of
"SwastlkaofHate,"was inspired by
her visit to the Holocaust Museum
and is the band's auempt at domg
its parr to keep
the memory of
th tstrag1cevem
alive. Not only
is tt admirable
that such a lofty
topic is bemg
tackled in a
song, but It is
noteworthy
that her passion
1s not lost The
haunting
phrases "You
wear
your
Swastika of
Hare I While
the rest of the
world it prays
Pt.otobyi-Hk<J•""'
for peace" re peated
throughout
stays with the listener long after ·
the song concl udes.
"Green Hand"is aso ngthatdeals
wi th young men going off to war.
With the most biting lyrics of the
album coupled with a catchy refrain,tt is arguably the bestsongon
the album. The song also displays
the beautiful voice of DeChant.
[ronically,it isasongcalled "Ex-
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"TheWalk"Isa bettersong,and
one that is probably the most universally identified wuh by college
students. It deals with the pressure
of geumg to know oneself. • ow
I'm getting older I Faced with
knowing who I am" is a linefrom
the memorable chorus
Ho~ever. a cool r~ndition of
Stephen Still's "Find the Cost of
Freedom"and "One Voice" provide
a strong finish to the album.
Although thesong lyrics are not
always the most thought-provoking or even understandable, the
music of Live in Concert is definitely a pleasure. What the album
lacks in polish, the band makes up
for with determination.
Odd Girl Outs Live in Concert
album eases the listener into a
mellowed state of enjoyment.

<
z

Odd Girl Out gets JCU moving
Elizabeth McDonald
Special Projects idltor

Odd Girl Out continued in a
second year tradition cf -playing
to the john Carroll community
as part of Welcome Back Week
Festivities last Thursday.
The five member band providedan energetic performance,
playingseveral songs from their
latest release, l.ive in Concert.
Thetwosets, which included
over 2Ssongs, included much of
their own material with four or
five cover tunes. Despite an ill-

timed break after playing
'ClosertoFine(lndigoGirls),the
energy was high Several JCU
students were even dancing by
the end
Although the subjects of the
maj:Jrity of Odd Girl Out songs
are laden with heavy topics to
raise social consciousness, this
did not seem to deter anyone
fromdancingandsingingalong.
Theconcen was a good idea,
a great time, and a relaxing conclusion to a rough first week of
classes.

Natural Born Killers:
a murderously gocxi success
Christopher M Green
Entertainment Writer

Oliver Stone is the "man." Plain
and simple.
He istheM ichaeljordan of filmmaking! Stone's resume includes
hits s~h as Platoon, Born on the
4thoj]uly. and TheDoorsr(roname
a few). You ask yourself,how can he
possiblytopthisentourageof powerful hits? Easy. Directafilmcalled
Natural Born Killers.
Natural Born Killers stars
Woody Harrelson and juliette
LewisasMickeyandMalloryKnox,
a psychotic couple whoenjoymurdering innocent victims.
The firstglimpse Stone gives the
audience of Mickey and Ma !lory is
ina local diner enjoying the simple
EVERYDAY
YOU
SALE
things in life: a cup of coffee and
PRICES
SAVE
PRICE
~me music. Mickey appears evil
and demented with his white Tshirt, shoulder holster,, red tinted,
12 EXP.
roundsunglasses and hair slickedback in a pony tai l.
15EXP.
WhileMicke~njoys his coffee,
Mallory is twisting and turning to
a song playing on the jukebox. Ev24 EXP.
erythingappearsnormal,until two
locals enter thedlnerand interrupt
36 EXP.
their love! y afternoon.
One of the locals immediately
begins to make sexual advances
Offer valid with 3 112" Double and 4" Single Prints made
towards Mallory while dancing
fFOm C-41 process i 10-126-0isc-35mm color pnnt rolls.
with her. He does not realize what
he has begun. Mallory begins to
beat him to a pulp. The second local attempts to help his fr iend. At
that point, Mickey leaps to his feet
and
turns the diner into a pool of
SALE OATES:
blood.
Whatever and whomever gets
9/1/94- 9/30/94
in the way of these two
unremorseful killers gets an early
exit from th is so-called 'just' world.
The diner scene IS just one of
;;;J~---------------------------...1 manydisturbingscenesinthisfilm.

--- -----u.. ---.-. -~
:...I

pectations"which was theonlyone
that did not meet myexpectauons.
With a musical opening reminisce nt of Simon and Garfunkel, the
song begins wtth promise but dies
with the harm ony(or lack thereof).
The back- up vocalsoverwhelm the
lead's, making for an unenjoyable
listening experience. In contrast,
"Lay Your Hands" and "Carry On"
are very good musically. The band
displays its ability to experiment
with other sounds besides that of
acoustiC gUJtar. The violin in each
of thesesongs particularly provides
a mce dtversion.
"Out for Coffee" is another song
that sounds good overa ll,although
the lyrics, which are strangely
sim1lar to an old Smiths' song, are
somehow lost. (Not that this is necessarily a bad thmg)

The film is not simply a massac re
film, rather it is concerned with the
way in which the media portrays
and of ten glorifies serial killers and
murderers.
Enter Robert Downey Jr., the
host of a very popular TV. show
called "American Maniacs." This
show airs many stories and interviews of past and present serial
killers,and Downey decides to feature the Knoxes. Through the interviews with Mickey and Mallery,
it is quite apparent how the media
turns these serial killers into national celebrities.
Theentirefilm is a very disturbing and hallucinating look into the
mind of di rectorOii ver Stone.Stone
uses various techniques, such as
black and white film dips, to keep
the audience glued to the screen
from start to finish .
The script was originally wr itten by Quentin Tarrantino (Reservoir Dogs) but had to be slightly
changed by Stone
Harrelson will definitely receive high recognition for his role
of the deviant Mickey Knox. This
performance ranks up there with
Brad Pitt's in Kalifornia , and
Pacino's in Scarface
Downey j r.'s,career seems to.De
rejuvenating over the past few years.
This performance will only boost
his rank among actors in Hollywood today. He has not sparked
this much smce his exhilarating
performance in Less Than Zero.
NBK is by far one of the most
dazzling spectacles in film m recent years. It is a guaranteed cult
classic and definite ly one of the
years most powerful films.
NBKisa landmark achievement
by Stone and Ha rrelson!

.----------------------------------------,
HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.
(YOU CAN'T LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.)

W

Buy pizza at closing time.
Haggle for slices they'd otherwise just throw away.

W

Eat Ramen noodles.

W

Make friends with a Senior.
Come June , they'll be more than glad to give you
their old Poly Sci books and couches.

W

Donate blood.
Save a life and get a free lunch to boot.

:tj/ Pick up a Citibank Classic card.
There 's no annual fee .

.
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Odd Girl Out's Live in Concert is not odd, nor out
Elizabeth McDonald
Special Proje£ts Editor

One thing that cannot besa idof
Odd Girl Out after listening w Li ve
in Concert is that all their songs
sound the sa me.
Th1salbumshowshow hard the
band has m:>rked and succeeded at
developmg Its own
musical style. Each
song on this alb um
has something that
distmguishes It
from the others. Usmg a v10hn, piano,
and cello, the band
1s bra nchi ng out
from its acoustic
begmnings.
OGO is a five
me mber
ba nd
which consists of
Anne E. DeChant,
Alexis Ames, Chns
deHaas,
Bn an
Bretton ,
and
Victoria FliegeL
OGO,
whi ch
formed in March of Odd Girl Out
l990,appeals to college-age fans probably because the
songs attempt tO address issues
which concern our generation.
This album is a compilation of
some of the songs the band has
produced in the last four years recorded live from theShoreCultural
Centre on October 1 and 2, 1993.
The songs on this album address a
wide variety of topicsrangingf rom

a lonely evenmg to the Holocaust.
Live in Concert begins w1th a
song called "All ! Know," which is
one of the best m terms of harmony and general vocal sounds.
Dabbling in various social issues
such as raCism and religion, this
song sets a strong early tone lt

compliments the voice of Victor ia
Fliegel well and provides a good
begmning overall.
The next song, "Lonely." along
with "Again"and "Moment of Fire"
(later on the album) fall short in
the lyricdepartment but have good,
distinctive sounds overall.
The two strongest songs on the
album are undoubted!y "Swastika

of Hate" and "Green Ha nd" The
strength in each case lies m thefact
that a clear and comroversia l topic
is be ing addressed. Accordi ng to
Anne E. DeChant, the lyric ist of
"Swastika of Hate." was inspired by
her visit to the Holocaust Museum
and is the band's auem pt at domg
its part to keep
the memory of
thistragicevent
alive. t\ot only
is it admirable
thatsuchalofty
topic is bemg
tack led in a
song, but it is
not e wo rt hy
that her passion
IS not lost The
h aun tin g
phrases "You
wear
your
Swastika of
Hate I While
the rest of th e
world it prays
PhO<o by Mlk< ).> mcs
for peace" rep e ated
throughout
stays with the listener long after ·
the song concludes.
"Green Hand"isasongthatdeals
with young men going off to war.
With the most biting lyrics of the
album coupled with a catchy refrain, it is arguably the best song on
the album The song also displays
the bea utiful voice of DeChant.
lronically,it isasongcalled "Ex-
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pectations"wh ich was theonlyone
that did not meetmyexpectations.
With a musical opening remimscent of Simon and Garfunkel, the
song begins With promise but dies
with the harmony (or lack thereof)
The back-upvocalsoverwhelm the
lead's, making for an une njoyable
listening experience. ln contrast.
"Lay Your Hands~ and "Carry On"
are very good musically. The band
displays its ability to experiment
with other sounds besides that of
acoustic guitar. The violin in each
of thesesongsparticularlyprovides
a nice diversion.
"Out for Coffee" is another song
that sounds good overall,although
the lyr ics, which are strangely
similar to an old Smiths' song, are
somehow lost. (Not that this is necessarily a bad th ing)

Elizabeth McDonald
Special ProjeCts liditor

Odd Girl Out continued in a
second year tradition of paying
to the john Carroll community
as part of Welcome Back Week
Festivities last Thursday.
The five member band providedanenergeticperformance,
playing several songs from their
latest release, Live in Concerl
Thet~sets, which included
over 25songs, included much of
their own material with four or
five cover tunes. Despite an ill-
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timed break after playi ng
'ClosertoFine(lndigoGirls),the
energy was high. Several JCU
students were even dancing by
the end
Although the subjects of the
majority of Odd Girl Out songs
are laden with heavy topics to
raise social consciousness, this
did not seem to deter anyone
fromdancingandsingingalong.
The concert was a good idea,
a great time, and a relaxing conclusion to a tough first week of
classes.

Natural Born Killers:
a murderously gcxx:l success
Christopher M. Green

Oliver Stone is the "man." Plain
and simple.
He is theMichaeljordanof filmmaking! Stone's resume includes
hits such as Platoo n, Bo rn on the
4th oj]uly, and Th eDoors) to name
a few). You ask yourself, how ca n he
possiblytopthis entourageof powerful hits? Easy.Direct a film called
Natural Born Killers.
Natural Born Killers stars
Woody Harrelson and Juliette
LewisasM ickeyandMalloryKnox,
a psychotic couple whoenjoymurdering innocent victims.
ThefirstglimpseSronegivesthe
audience of Mickey and Mallory is
in a local diner enjoying the simple
EVERYDAY
YOU
SALE
things in life: a cup of coffee and
PRICES
SAVE
PRICE
SQme music. Mickey appears evil
and demented with his white F
shirt, shoulder holster, , red ti nted,
12 EXP.
round sunglasses and hairslickedback in a pony tail.
15 EXP.
While Micke~njoys his coffee,
Mallory is twisting and turni ng to
a song playing on the jukebox. Ev24 EXP.
erythingappearsnormal,until two
localsenter thediner and interrupt
36 EXP.
their lovely afternoon.
One of the locals immediately
begins tO make sexual advances
Offer valid with 3112" Double and 4" Single P:-ims made
tOwards Ma llory wh ile dancing
fFOm C-41 process i 10-126-Disc-35mm color print rolls.
with her. He does not real ize what
he has begun. Mallory begins to
beat him to a pulp. The second local attempts to help his friend. At
that point, Mickey leaps to his feet
and
turns the diner into a pool of
SALE DATES :
blood.
Whatever and whomever gets
9/l/94- 9/30/94
in the way of th ese two
unremorseful killers gets an early
exit from this so-called 'just' world.
The diner scene is just one of
~1----------------------------....1 manydisturbingscenesinthisfilm.
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Odd Girl Out gets JCU moving

Entertainment Writer

SEPTEMBER

"The Walk" 1sa better song, and
one that is probably the most universally identified wnh by college
students lt deals with the press ure
of getting to know oneself. "Now
I'm getting older I Faced with
knowing who I am" is a li ne from
the mt;morable chorus.
However, a cool rendi tion of
Stephen Still's "Find the Cost of
Freedom" and "One V01ce" provide
a strong finish to the album
Al though the song lyrics are not
always the most thought-provoking or even understandable, the
music of Live in Concert is definitely a pleasure. Wha t the album
lacks in polish, the band makes up
for with determination.
Odd Girl Out's Li ve in Co nce rt
album eases th e listener into a
mellowed state of enjoyment.

The film is not simply a massacre
fi lm, rathe r it is concerned with the
way in which the media portrays
and often glorifies ser ial killers and
murderers.
Enter Robert Downey Jr., the
host of a very popular TV show
called "A merican Maniacs." This
show airs many stories and interviews of past and p resent serial
killers, and Downey decides to feature the Knoxes. Through the interviews with Mickey and Mallory,
it is quite apparent how the media
turns these serial killers into national celebrities.
Theentirefilm is a very disturbing and hallucinating look into the
mind of di rectorOlive rStone.Stone
uses various techniques, such as
black and white film clips,to keep
the audience glued to th e screen
from start to fi nish.
The script was or igina lly written by Quentin Tarra ntino (Reservoir Dogs) but had to be slightly
changed by Stone.
Harrelson wi ll definitely receive high recognition for his role
of the dev iant Mickey Knox. This
performance ranks up there with
Bra d Pitt's in Kalifor nia, a nd
Paci no's in Scarface.
Downey ]r.'s,career see ms to.,De
rejuve natingoverthe past few years.
Thi s performance w ill only boost
his ran k among actors in Holl ywood today. He has not sparked
this much since his exhilarating
performance in Less Than Zero.
NBK is by far one of the most
dazzling spectacles in film in recent years. lt is a guaranteed cult
classic and definitely one of the
years most powerful films.
NBKisa landmarkachievement
by Stone and Harrelson!

r----------------------------------------,
HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.
(YOU CAN'T LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.)

W

Buy pizza at closing time.
Haggle fo r slices th ey'd otherwi se just throw away.

W

Eat Ramen noodles.

W

Make friends with a Senior.
Come June , they'll be more than glad to give you
t heir ol d Poly Sci books and couches.

W

Donate blood.
Save a life and get a free lu nch to boot.

W

Pick up a Citibank Classic card.
There's no annua l fee.
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Food for thought
I had to make a decision in the past week A decision that
can affectthe rest of my life. In fact it very well might have
a significant impact on my kids (future reference.) Forthe
first time in my life, I had to make a well researched, educated decision that deal with real
life consequences,of which I [eel in
my gut daily.
It was tough - Frosted Flakes or
Raisin Bran?
Grocery shopping is not easy, I give
my mom a lot ofcredit. Until this
recent endeavor, the only role l
played in the grocery shopping experience was that of a curious hyJ~ _R. ~home
peractive kid looking to fill my
Editor-tn-Chief ·
· sugarneeds for the upcoming week.
Boy, things have certain! y changed since july.
Now, living off campus, I have to buy real food, like vegetables and stuff.
I have found the entire shopping process can take anywhere from 15 minutes to three hours. But as with any
project, the output reflects the input. Shopping for one's
food supply is not to be taken lightly.
First, there is the list; that scribbled. blurb Qf late night
cravings that leave you feeling like you would have rather
eaten yourroommate's sockshelef ton the kitchen table the
night before. The "Store List" determines how well your
shopping experience will tum out.The key is organization.
ltisagood idea to get a blueprint of the store where you will
be shopping before making the list. Items must be listed in
the order they appear in the store. Never put milk before
apples on a store list, that can be a bit messy.
Once the list is complete, you have to decide when to hit
those cardboard box packed aisles. Saturday- NO! Everyone, and their brother shops on Saturday. My suggestion
would be late Friday night (which is also a good night to do
laundry- no lines.) Late night shopping definitely has its
positives,iD that you, realistically, can have the entire store
to yoursdf.lt is a good time to find out how long it takes for
an announcement to bellow from the overhead speakers
asking an overworked stock-boy to clean up the tower of
papertowels that fell as you passed aisle six acting as if you
are Mario Andretti in a two-horsepower, fully automatic
stainless steel shopping can.
Don't worry, those childish games wear off after the first 50
minutes or so. An hour and a half, tops.
Now it's time to get down to business. With a swift flick of
a Bic (pen) you can cross off each and every item as the pile
in your cart gets increasingly larger, to the point of panic, as
you reach into your pocket and find a mere $40.
Speaking of money and groceries, it is always a good idea to
know exactly how much you plan to spend before getting
to the checkout. Those scanner are amazing at ringing up
prices, but it is like pullinggumm ybears rrom the mouth of
a three year old if you need to void a box of Rice Chex.
Oh, yeah, speaking of cereal, l didn't pick Frosted Flakes,
and I didn't pick Raisin Bran_.,
Puffed Rice- it's cheaper'

Should this be a sign?
With a campus of almost 50 percent commuters and off-campus dwellers, student life at
john Carroll University is a fragile and tenuous business at best.
That fragile nature was threatened last week when campus organizations lost the right to
post signs in the centrally-located Student Recreation Center ("the RecPlex") and, with it,
their lifeline to the student body.
The reason for removing the signs, according to Vice President of Student Affairs Rev.
Richard p_ Salmi SJ., relates to the unkempt and inefficient appearance of the RecPlex and
the information boards contained therein. As a result,university officials removed the signs,
used book sales and job advertisements that once crowded the RecPlex walls.
In one sense, no one with a reasonable disposition can deny that, at times, the RecPlex
resembles a riot-torn Kinko's. But forbidding campus groups from their only means of
contacting students will seriously damage the initial efforts of student groups to enlist
members.
Student groups use the first few weeks of school to hold organizational meetings and to
recruit new blood into their ranks. Freshmen certainly look to their first semester at college
as a time to join these groups and make friends around campus.
So what this means for students is, that while Father Salmi and the Student Union spend the
next few weeks (or months) bickering over the location, size and condition of information
boards around campus, students will miss out on numerous opportunities to participate in
on-campus activities or to sell their used books to interested buyers. Father Salmi could not
have chosen a worse time to express his displeasure with student signs.
Salmi's point, that the RecPlex could use a tidying-up, has definite merit The management
of on-campus sign boards has failed to keep up with the deluge of signs that arrive every
semester. The responsible party, presumably somewhere within the Student Union, must
devise a more efficient system to remove out-dated signs from the boards on a regular basis.
In addition, numerous groups around campus should donate precious wall space for the
creation of additionalinformation boards. For instance a valuable information board could
replace that senseless, wasted space outside of the Office of Residence Life that has never, in
recent memory, displayed anything of interest.
Salmi's recognition of a definite problem on campus and his temporary solution have
created an information vacuum that will no doubt harm participation in on-campus events
and student life for the University.

Good things come in big packages
In case you have not noticed, there is something good going on, and its happenipg here at JCU.
Recently the $7 million O'Malley Center for Communications and Language Arts opened its
doors to delighted teachers and eager students. Its lavish offices mark a great improvement over
the cubby-hole spaces that professors once dealt with in the Administration Building.
In addition to the new O'Malley Center, construction has begun on a sorely needed $6.8 million
renovation and expansion of the Grasselli Library. When complete, the improved Grasselli will
sport expanded reference and study areas. Right now, any improvement over the frustrating
state ofjohn Carroll's library will be warmly welcomed by students and faculty alike_
The funding for these new buildings has come from a 1990 financial campaign to raise $40
million for the expansion of campus facilities. Currently, that campaign has netted $45 million
and pledges to raise $5 million more by the end of next year. Wow Good job,JCU.
Might there be a Parking Lot Campaign in the works?

The Student Umon isinastateof mot1on.
After a phenomenal Welcome Back Week,
the Student Union already has plans for
Homecoming, the Wolf and Pot and a Fall
Fest concert underway. But the potential of
the Student Union depends on your commitment.
Most john Carroll students want to contribute to the university through leadership,
activism, and service, but do not know how
This is your invitation. We need your hdpl
Please come to a meeting or talk to a Student
Union Execut ive or Class officer. Make the
Student Union yours. ·
One big complaint among students has
been that there is not enough •fun" on campus. While most universities have student
run bars, stores and coffeehouses, none of
these presently exist at john Carroll. This is
about tochange. The Student Union, in conjunction with Student Affairs, has been given
the go-ahead to renovate the Wolf and Pot
into a place for students to rest, socialize, and
havefun.
The new Wolf and Pot is the biggest opportunity for the Student Union in years.
Possibleactivities include a video rental store
with prices and convenience better than
Block buster,a coffeehouse, services sue has a
"jukebox," and pool tables. With revenue
from video rentals and coffee sales, the Student Union will be able to provide better
bands, comedians, and more Happy Hours.
The new Wolf and Pot will tackle a major
campus problem (not enough fun), provide
jobs and services,and helpthe Student Union
develop an earned revenue source.

Remember: every cent made by a student
union enterprisegoes back tothe st uden t body
in theformofbette racti vities,cheaperdances,
etc.
The new Wolf and Pot project epitomizes
the way the students and the university
should work together. The university has
helped and will continue to help students

reform the Wolf and PoL Because we have
demonstrated maturity and responsibility,
are people rom all kinds of d.i.(ferenc backthe university has trusted us to work for posiDoug SkOCIIn
grounds
and beliefs who conm-ge upon
tive change m campus life.
Forum Writer
But even as students and the university
The lastfew years of my life have con· one similar purpose. All of the students
work together, sometimes we will disagree
rained so manydifferentexperiencesthat who were new to the position were easily
over university policies that adversely affect
I feel like an eternal rookie. I adjusted to assimilated Into the group. I saw training
our lives and our college experience. The
college and the feeling of newness that one as a valuable time to meet people whom I
new umversity policy forbiddingsigns in the
possesses when embarking upon a new most likely never would haveb&d the opAtrium is one such policy.
chapter in life. I adapted to living away portunity tO get to know.
Asecond important element I c:lisc.ov'For years, student organizations of all
from home. I did my best academically.
eredaboutthejobwashowmuc'htimeand
kinds have relied on signs 10 the Atrium as
and realized that I was capable of college
the best way to ad venise events and encour- ·
level v.urk 1 even committed myself to effort l.s put into making the residence life
age campus activity. The decision to ban
playing lacrosse, and just when 1was~ aspett of college an enjoyalie one for us
invaluable listening
signs hurts students and their organizations
ginning to acquire some sense of comfort stUdents. I
bycripplingfreedomof expression. Because
amidst all of the change I had been faced skillsandtn,ea~ft'P..~~~IO&JII:ef\llinsitua·
the decision was implemented without stuwith, I embarlled on a newjouniey.
dent input, it violates student trust.
Earlyonejuly
pastsumAs the lxxiy that represents all students
mu,l~wda~!~~~1~·~·~'
and student organizations, the Student
Union protests this sudden policy change
and calls for Its repeal.
We, as a university, should look for more
and better ways to encourage activity, not
fewer.
john Carroll is a wonderful university,
and it can even be better. But students must
rake the lead in improving their university.
Let us accept responsibility for the v.urkings
of our own education.
Asking for leadership and accepting
consequences both good and bad enhances
our Jesuit education which trains us to be
responsible leaders working in the service of
justice.
Let usnotfail to live uptoourresponsibility to learn and listen to whatjohn Carroll is
giving to us.
Let us nor fail to contribute to the completeness of our education through active
participation in all the university has to offer.
Finally, let us live out the ideal of Jesuit
education not by follow- _ _ _ _ _ _,.:_..;_;~_.;_,;_.:,.;:;:::::;::::,;::;:;;;;::::,:_.:.;.....;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;_,;_~-.:..;;;;::;;;;;=~
ing d irection, but by governing ourselves in a
moral and responsible
way.
Theuniversit y belongs
to us all.

r

john Cranley
Student Union President
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• The Platoon Leader. Cia- (PLC) will challenge the limits of your mtJntal
and physical abilities. It's a demanding test that reveals your true character
and lets you prove you , have what It takes to be a leader of Marines. Best
of all, it doesn't interfere with Yo~ hlehest priority- eamlng your college
degree. PLC Is the Marine Corps' primary ollk:er eomm-.lonlnll
pro#Sm. All training takes place during one or two suf'11mer& ,wtl11e you're.
an undergraduate. After completing training and eaming your degree, you're
c:o~missiof.led a second lieutenant. All commissions are active duty; and if
you -qualify, we ean guerant- flight school. Most companies want
managers. We look for leaders who thrive on responsibility_ If you think you
have the potential to rise up to this challenge, contact your local Marine
Corps Officer Selection OffiCer end ask about PLC.

Nol•olid ..;oh anyodl<rcoopoo.
Ywlid - ood otldcoi yeor:

I
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Foe more information about the Marine Corps Officer Programs,
see Captain Shawhan in the Atrium on Wednesday,
September 14th between 10:30 am and 1:30pm
or call 1 -800-842-2 771 for detaifs.
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Food for thought
I had to make a decision in the past week. A decision that

can affect the rest of my life_ In fact it very well might have
a significam impact on my kids (future reference.) For the
first time in my life, I had to make a well researched, educated decision that deal with real
life consequences, of which I feel in
my gut daily.
It was tough - Frosted Flakes or
Raisin Bran?
Grocery shopping is not easy, I give
my mom a lot of credit. Until this
recent endeavor, the only role I
played in the grocery shopping experience was tha t of a curious byJohn _
R. ~horne peractive kid looking to fill my
Eclitor-ln-Chlef ·
- sugarneedsfor theupcomingweek
Boy, things have certainly changed since j uly.
Now, living off campus, I have to buy real food , like vegetables and stuff.
I have found the entire shopping process can take anywhere from 15 minutes to three hours. But as with any
project, the output reflects the input Shopping for one's
food supply is not to be taken lightly.
First, there is the list; that scribbled blurb Qf late night
cravings that leave you feeling like you would have rather
eatenyourroommate'ssocksheleftonthekitchentablethe
night before. The "Store Ustn determines how well your
shopping experience will tum out The key is organization.
It is a good idea to get a blue print of the store where you will
be shopping before making the list. Items must be listed in
the order they appear in the store. Never put milk before
apples on a store list, that can be a bit messy.
Once the list is complete, you have to decide wh!!n to hit
those cardboard box packed aisles. Saturday- NO! Everyone, and their brother shops on Saturday. My suggestion
would be late Friday night (which is also a good night to do
laundry- no lines.) late night shopping definitely has its
positiv~iD that you, realistically,can have the entire store
to yoursdf. k is a good time to find out how long it takes for
an anJlOUI1CeD'lent to bellow from the overhead speakers
asking an overworked stock-boy to dean up the tower of
paper towels that fell as you passed aisle six acting as if you
are Mario Andretti in a two-horsepOwer, fully automatic
stainless steel shopping cart.
Don't worry, those childish games wear off after the first 50
minutes or so. An hour and a half, tops.
Now it's time to get down to business. With a swift flick of
a Bic (pen) you can cross off each and every item as the pile
in yourcartgetsincreasingly larger,to the point of panic, as
you reach into your pocket and find a mere $40.
Speaking of money and groceries, it is always a good idea to
know exactly how much you plan to spend before getting
to the checkout. Those scanner are amazing at ringing up
prices, but it is likepullinggummy bears£ rom the mouth of
a three year old if you need to void a box of Rice Chex.
Oh, yeah, speaking of cereal, I dtdn't ptck Frosted Flakes,
and I didn't pick Raisin Bran _
Puffed Rice- it's cheaperl

Should this be a sign?
With a campus of almost 50 percent commuters an d off-campus dwellers, studen t life at
joh n Carroll Un iversity is a fragile and tenuous business at best.
That fragile n ature was th reatened last week w h en campus organizations lost the right to
post signs in th e centrally-located Student Recreation Center ("the RecPlex") and, with it,
th eir lifeline to the student body.
The reason for removing the signs, according to Vice President of Student Affairs Rev_
Richard P. Salmi SJ, relates to the unkempt and inefficient appea rance of the RecPlex and
the information boards contained therein. As a result, university officials removed the signs,
used book sales an d job ad vertisements that once crowded the RecPlex walls.
In one sense, no one with a reason able disposition can deny that, at times, the RecPlex
resembles a riot-torn Kinko's. But forbidding campus groups from their only means of
contacting students will seriously damage th e initial efforts of student grou ps to enlist
members.
Student groups use the fi rst few weeks of school to h old organization al meeti ngs an d to
recruit new blood into their ranks. Freshmen certain! y look to th eir first semeste r at college
as a time to join these groups and make friends around campus.
So what this means for students is, that while Father Salmi and the Student Union spend the
next few weeks (or months) bickering over the location, size and condition of information
boards around campus, students will miss out on numerous opportunities to participate in
on-campus activities or to sell their used books to interested buyers. Father Salmi could not
have chosen a worse time to express his displeasure with student signs.
Salmi's point, that the RecPlex could use a tidying-up, has definite merit. The management
of on-campus sign boards has failed to keep up with the deluge of signs that arrive every
semester. The responsible party, presumably somewhere within the Student Union, must
devise a more efficient system to remove out-dated signs from the boards on a regular basis.
In addition, numerous groups around campus should donate precious wall space for the
creation of additional information boards. For instance a valuable information board could
replace that senseless, wasted space outside of the Office of Residence Life that has never, in
recent memory, displayed anything of interest
Salmi's recognition of a definite problem on campus and his temporary solution have
created an infonnation vacuum that will no doubt harm participation in on-campus events
and student life for the University.
·

Good things come in big packages
In case you have not noticed, there is something good going on, and its happeni!lg here at JCU
Recendy the $7 million O'Malley Center for Communications and Language Ans opened its
doors to delighted teachers and eager students. Its lavish offices mark a great improvement over
the cubby-hole spaces that professors once dealt with in the Administration Building.
In addition to the new O'Malley Center, construction has begun on a sorely needed $6.8 million
renovation and expansion of the Grasselli Library. When complete, the improved Grasselli will
sport expanded reference and study areas. Right now, any improvement over the frustrating
state of j ohn Carroll's library will be warmly welcomed by students and faculty alike.
The funding for these new buildings has come from a 1990 financial campaign to raise $40
million for the expansion of campus facilities. Currently, that campaign has netted $45 million
and pledges to raise $5 million more by the end of next year. Wow. Good job,] CU.
Might there be a Parking Lot Campatgn in the works?

The Student Unionisinastateof motion.
After a phenomenal Welcome Back Week,
the Student Union already has plans for
Homecoming, the Wolf and Pot and a Fall
Fest concert underway. But the potential of
the Student Union depends on your commitment.
Most john Carroll students want to contribute to the university through leadership,
activism, and service, but do not know how.
This is your mvitation. We need your help!
Please come to a meeting or talk to a Student
Union Executive or Class officer. Make the
Student Union yours.
One big complaint among students has
been that there is not enough •fun" on campus, While most uni versities have student
run bars, stores and coffeehouses, none of
these presently exist at john Carroll. This is
abouttochange. The Student Union, in conjunction withStudent Affairs, has beengiven
the go-ahead to renovate the Wolf and Pot
into a place for students to rest,socialize,and
have fun.
The new Wolf and Pot is the biggest opportunity for the Student Union in years.
Possibleactivities includea video rentalstore
with prices and convenience better than
Blockbuster,acoffeehouse, services such as a
"jukebox," and pool tables. With revenue
from video rentals and coffee sales, the Student Union will be able to provide better
bands, comedians, and more Happy Hours.
The new Wolf and Pot will tackle a major
campus problem (not enough fu n), provide
jobs and services, and helptheStudent Union
develop an earned revenue source.
Remember.everycentmade by a student
union enterprisegoes bach tothestudent body
in thejormofbetter acti vities,cheaper dances,
etc.

reform the Wolf and Pot. Because we have
demonstrated maturity and responsibility,
the university has trusted us to work for posiDoug Skoglln
tive change in campus life,
Fon.m Writer
But even as students and the umversny
The last few years of my life have con·
work together, sometimes we will disagree
tained so many different experiences that
over university policies that adversely affect
I feel like an eternal rookie. I adjusted to
our lives and our college experience. The
college and thefeelingof newness that one
new university policy forbidding signs in the
possesses when embarking upon a new
Atrium is one such policy
chapter in life. I adapted to living away
For years, student organizations of all
from home. I did my best academically,
kinds have relied on signs in the Atrium as
and realized that I was capable of college
the best way to advertise events and encour-level 'Mlrk. 1even committed myself to
age campus activity. The decision to ban
fAaying lacrosse. and just when l was besigns hurts students and their organizations
ginning to acquire some sense o£ comfort
bycripplingfreedomof expression. Because
amidst all of the clwlge l had been faced
the decision was implemented without stuwith, I embarked on a newjournt}t
dent input, it violates student trust
rmyon~July
t.hlspasuumAs the body that represents all students
mer, l r«dWJd
and student organiza1ions, the Student
Union protests this sudden policy change
and calls for its repeaL
We, as a university, should look for more
and better ways to encourage activity, not
fewer.
john Car roll is a wonderful university,
and it can even be better. But students must
take the lead in improving their university.
Let us accept responsibility for the workings
of our own education.
Asking for leadership and accepting
consequences both good and bad enhances
our jesuit education which trains us to be
responsible leaders working in theservice of
justice.
Let us notfail to live uptoourresponsibility to learn and listen to whatjohnCarrollis
giving to us.
Let us not fail to contribute to the completeness of our education through active
participation in all the universi ty has to offer.
Final\ y, let us live out the ideal of Jesuit
education not by follow- .------..!....:.:;;....;..;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;!:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;~:;:;;;;;!.;_..;;:,.;.,;;:;:::;:;::::;;::;:::::;:=;;;;;;;;~
ing direction, but by governing ourselves in a
moral and responsible
way.
The university belongs
to us all

The new Wolf and Pot project epitomizes
the way the students and the university
should work together. The university has John Cranley
helped and will continue to help students Student Union President
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The Pl•t-n Leader. Cia- (PLC) will challenge the limits of your m~ntal
and physical abilities. It's a demandin& test that re'tleals your true character
and lets you prove you .have what It takes to be a leader of Marines. Best
of all. it doesn't interfere with )i'ow hl&hest priority- eamina your college
degree. PI:.C Is the Marine Corps• primary om-, comm-.tonln6
pT0#6ftm. All training takes place during one or two summers while you're
an undergraduate. After completing training and eamln& your degree, you're
cotnmissiol;led ~ second lieutenant. All commissions are active duty; and if
you qualify, we ccsn guerantee flight school. Most companies want
managers. We look for leaders who thrive on responsibility. If you think you
have the potential to rise up to this challenge, contact your local Marine
Corps Officer selection Officer and ask about PLC.
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Foe more information about the Marine Corps Officer Programs,
see Captain Sh a vvhan in the Atrium on Wednesday,
September 74th betvveen 10:30 am and 1 :30 pm
or call 1 -800- 842 -2771 for derails.
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Kickers cut losses
this year's defense.Thetrio allowed
only seven goals in llleague contests last season
Seni:Jr goalie Mike Lyons brings
his career goals allowed average of
0.72 back LO the cage, as he tries to
lead theStrea ks tot heir fou rth con secutive OAC title and a crown for
every year of his jCU career.
Semors Tom Hahn and Mike
Zucal also return as the Blue
Streaks' solid middle fullbacks.
Hahn, a three-year starter, was a
second-team AII-DAC selection in
1993, while Zucal, who started in
the finall5 games,alljCU victories,
was a first team AII-OAC pick.
The 1994 defensive debut
proved how experienced they are
as they posted the season's first
shutout against Allegheny last
Sunday. Lyons stopped three of
Allegheny's five shots as Carroll
rolled to a 3-0 victory
The offensive spark was provided by crisp passing from returning midfielders Brady
Brosnahan, Del Bussa and Scott
Marshall who a!so netted a goa !for
the Streaks. New forward Chip
Aschenbrener and senior joe Waters also scored to seal the win.
"We've been working very well
wgether as a team on the practice
field, but we still need to get used w
eachorherin the pressure of a game
situation," said sophomore
midfielder Ryan Caudill a return-

ing leter-winner from last year's
squad
This weakness showed in the
championship game on Sunday as
the host team Fredonia State scored
three times in the first 20 minutes.
The steadydefensethatwasplayed
on Saturday stumbled due to miscommunication on the offsides
calls, allowing twofast-breakgoa ls
that even Lyons couldn't stop.After
that Carroll dominated the game,
but could finish only once on a
goal by Del Busso.
"Getting the defense together
has been a problem the last few
years because of all the rearrangmg of the players," said junior fullback Erik Chiprich. "We just need
to gel together and we'll be back on
track."
And gel they did as the Streaks
put up a defensive web to stonewall Malone College after they
struck quickly in the opening
minutes of the game. Sophomore
Bob Krupitzer tied it up off a pass
from Hahn. Carroll dominated the
second half but failed tocapitalizeon
numerous scoring opportunities.
But in overtime the Streaks' offense exploded as Aschenbrener
struck for two and Del Bussoadded
a header to pull away for a 4-1 victory, upping the kickers' record to
2-1 and Head Coach Ali
Kazemaini'swinningpercentage to
0.830.

CALL WAITING/CALL FORWARDING IS
NOW AVAILABLE!!!
Sign-up in the
Residence Life O!Hce
until Noon- Friday, September 9

DON'T DELAY
Cost: $.25 for the year
cash or check only
Features are not transferable from one room
to another in the case of room change or withdrawal
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Gridders' defense key to victory
"Well-balanced" football team picked 3rd in OAC pre-season poll

Men's soccer team reloads offense in quest of 1994 OAC crown
Jeff Walker
Sports Editor
Despite the loss of five starters
from las t year's Oh10 Athletic
Conference championshtp team,
john Carroll's men's soccer team
still has enough talent and experience to defend the title. Having lost
rwoof three top goal scorers, Ricky
Ferran and Pete Duggan, might
spelldisasterforrheStreaks, whose
offensive prowess and ability to
finish was their most feared
weapon.Theteamreceivedanother
scare when rheot her scoring leader,
Adrian Del Busso, injured his left
knee in a pre-seasomscrimmage.
While waiting for the return of
the MRI test he had had on Friday,
Del Bussostarred in both games of
the Fredonia State Invitational in
New York this past weekend and
scored the team's only goal in the
championship game.
"I played in both games with it
(the knee) taped up; said the
sophomore who had lO goals and
28 points last season. "It felt good
while I was playing, but it was
pretty sore on Sunday,"
If the test results bode well and
Del Bussa can stay healthy, it may
be all the team needs to retain the
OACcrown,especiallywithanexperienced defense to back him up.
'Experienced' may bean understatemen tas the team returns three
all-conference selections as part of

SPORTS/GRAPHICS

Youngsters aid cause
for lady booters
Jude Kllly
Assistant Sports Editor
Danielle Sluga and the john
Carroll University women'ssoccer
team need a little help from their
new friends, and so far they are
gettm it.
ln 1993, Sluga became the fi rst
woman in Carroll soccer history to
earn first team All-Ohio Athletic
Conference honors in the Blue
Streaks' cur rent five year membership of the league.
"We area young team," said the
team's lonesen ior,who rea Iizes that
underclass support is essential for
a championship season.
"Right now the key is for us to
play together," Sluga said. "We are
looking pretty strong and they
(freshmen) are playing very well."
With 2-1 and 1-0 victories over
Alma and Geneva- both visiting
Wasmer Field last week - Sluga
and Co.got the help they were looking for. All three Carroll goals were
scored by freshmen.
Freshmen Dona Blakemore
and Shannon Sullivan ina ugurated the 1994 scoring campaign
with each netting a goal against
Alma. Blakemore also assisted
Sullivan's goal. Sullivan decided
togosoloagainstGeneva,though,
allowing
her
roommate

Blakemore to rest, punching in the
team's only netter.
Despite her youth,Sullivan also
realizes the team's ~unger additions will play a key role in their
championship efforts for 1994.
"We might end up being the key
to winning," she said in a hum ble
tone of this year'sf reshmen recruits.
The Lady Blue Streaks', under
second-year head coach Andrew
Marson, have a freshmen-filled
roster with nine of its 20 members
listed as new-comers.
"We have all the talem,"Sullivan
said. "lrs just a matter of putting it
together."
The ream's talent extends beyond superstar mid fielder 51 uga.
junior Molly Burke, a second team
AII-OACselection in 1993,and juniorspeed-demon TheaConslerwill
also return to solidify the Blue
Streaks' starting line-up.
Other key returnees include a
junior-laden defensive core including Stephanie Colonna, Lisa
Coyne and Sue Prise.
Sophomore Angela Rochowiak
returns to tend goa I. She started all
I8 games for the lady Streaks last
season.
The L.ady Streaks played at
Denison Wednesday; seeking their
third win.

NOW HIRING

SERVERS
FULL-TIME & PARf-TIME POSffiONSA'V'AILABLE

EARN $400 - $500 PER WEEK
WE WILL TRAIN
WE OFFER PAID VACATIONS AND 401-K
RETIREMENT PLAN
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY-FRIDAY 2:00P.M.- 4:00
P.M.
AT:

EDDIE SAND'S BLUELINE CAFE 20255 VANAKEN
BLVD. SHAKER HTS. (VANAKEN
SHOPPING CENTER)

Randolph Loeser
Staff Reporter
If head football coach Tony
DeCarlo seems a bit optimistic, it's
with good reason. With seventeen
starters and 30 letter-winners returning,DeCarlo'steamisthe most
experienced team 'in the Ohio Athletic Conference.
"Thisteamisvery balanced. We
have good experience at the skill
positions and our younger players
got plenty of time against great
competition last season. Although
teams like Mount Union and
Baldwin Wallace have graduated
their top players, we can't take
anythingforgranted,"said DeCarlo.
Picked by both the media and
the coaches to finish third behind
Mount Union and BaldwinWallacein the tough Ohio Athletic
Conference, 1he Streaks are the team
to beat in 1994.
Returning nine starters on defense, DeCarlo will look to this
grouptoset the tempo for what the
Streaks will do in 1994.
"Defense wins championships,"
said DeCarlo. "We have tO play good,
solid,fundamentaldefense in order
to be considered with the elite
teams in this conference.·
DeCarlo will look to his front
line to provide stability to the veteran group. Returning seniors are
john Browne, who enjoyed his first
season last year at the Division lll

level and fimshed second on the
squad with 5.5 sacks; Matt
'Warnemant, who is second among
active players in sacks (75) ; and
Greg Roman, who led the team
with 4tacklesfor losseslastseason.
A young but experienced group
will lead the linebackers. Sophomore Chris Anderson led the team
in 1993 and set a freshmen record
with 149 tackles. Dean Lamirand,
who played freesafety last year, will
switch to outside linebacker and
will bejoined by fellow sophomore
ScottODonnell.juniorGregPriesel
rounds out the corps, starting at
middle linebacker.
The defensive backs are all
breathing a sigh of relief after facingsomeof the top quarterbacks in
the country last season. Thecorner
backs, Matt Canning and Damon
Mintz, combined for 24 pass breakups. They will receive help ~ith Senior quarterback PJ. Insana calls out the shots from the line of scrimmage as he prepares to
the return of Aaron Perusek, a pre- lead the Streaks football squad once again in 1994.
season All-American in 1993 who
fell to an injury early last season. lnsana threw for over 1200 yards, Chad Rankin, who led the OAC in how well the offensive line can hold
Perusek's brother Darren, who mainly to his favorite target Sean rushing with 1143 yards. Rankin together. The tackle positions are
filled in at various spots, will chal- Williams(420yards). lnsana will will start the season on the sideline set, with juniors Jim Rosko and
lenge for playing time this season. have a bevy of receivers to use, pri- where he will try to recover from Chris Corrigan. The biggest quesChris Cochran, who led the team marily senior Torn Telesco and off-season back surgery. Look for tion lies in the other three posiwith 4 interceptions, will stan at juniors
Tim Neirnec, Dan seniors Shaumay Leu and Jamie tions. Dido Ancona was slated to
strong safety.
Winterich, and Dave Davis. Brian Hanson, as well as sophomore start at center, but as of pressnme
With a new offensive coordina- Ash and jason Tercek will join that transfer Carmen llacqua to fill in was being held out of practice betor, joe Perella, the streaks should group at the tight end position.
during.Rankin's absence. jeff causeof a knee mjury If Ancona is
have a new look in1994. Watch for
For the third straight season, a Kadlub and jeff Long are battlmg not ready,then look for senior Matt
quarterback PJ lnsana to air the new starting running back will for the fullback pos1t10n
Alix to move from guard to center,
ball out more this season. Last year open the season. Last season it was
The key to the offense will be
See FOOTBALL page 16
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Servers-satisfy your appetite
t - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 for success at Houlihan's. Earn
Wanted-Student for after great pay and benefits. We ofschool
childcare.
Two fer flexible hours, and an insurafternoons(definitely Tues &: ance plan. Full- and part-time
probably Wed) 3-6 in our positions available. Apply in
home, near University circle. person. Houlihan$ Mon-Fri; 2Two boys, 3rd and 6th grades at 4pm 24103 Chagrin Blvd. PaU.S. Prefer someone with car, vilion
Shopping
Ctr.
some light local driving in- Beachwood EOE,M/F/D
volved. Compensation negotiable, but will be competitive. Experienced -babysitter
459-3959 days, 721-6488 eve- wanted, excellent wages availnings.
able with flexible hours, weekt - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 day mornings, afternoons, and
Fundraising-choose from 3 evenings. Transportation redifferent fundraisers lasting ei- quired . Long term position
ther 3 or 7 days. No in vestment prefered. Call464-1947, quietEarn $$$ for your group plus est kids ever.
personal cash bonuses for
yourself. Calll-800-932-0528, Babysitter-needed, ages
Ext65.
7,4&:3 months, Saturday evet - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 nings and possibly one afterLifeguards-wanted Notre noon. Call 464-3398. Leave
Dame College for evenings and message.
weekends. 381-1680 ext305.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Childcare-for nice family 3Forsale-6ft.couchgoodcond. 6pm weekdays potential for
$35.00. Call291-4425.
evenings or weekends. Near
t - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 john Carroll, (possible two
Help Wanted-Clev. Hts. su- people). Primarily Syr old boy.
permarket seeks reliable stu- Must drive, non-smoker. Call
dents for pan-time posi- 371-3272 evenings.
tions(12-l5hrs per week). Call
321-7917 or 321-<>884. Ask for Found-in recplex last spring,
john /Steve. Inquire/ Apply @ woman's wrist watch. Owner
Zagaral; Food Centre, 2040 Lee may obtain it from Fr. Schell in
Rd. Two blocks north of Cedar. Campus Ministry.
Positions start@ $6.00/hr.
t - - -- - - - - - - - - 1 Honey Del Bunny-Buck up
Dependable-honest indi- camper, there's brighter days
viduals needed for east side ahead!
residential cleaning service.
Days, Monday-Friday. Flexible First one down, twenty-one-to
hours, transportation pro- go_
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"Well-balanced" football team picked 3rd in OAC pre-season poll

Men's soccer team reloads offense in quest of 1994 0 AC crown
this year's defense. The trioallowed
on 1y seven goals in ll league contests last season.
SeniQr goalie Mike Lyons brmgs
his career goals allowed average of
0.72 back to the cage, as he tries to
lead the Streaks to their fourth consecutive OAC mle and a crown for
every year of hisjCU career.
Seniors Tom Hahn and Mike
Zucal also return as the Blue
Streaks' solid middle fullbacks.
Hahn, a three-year starter, was a
second-team All-OACselection in
1993, while Zucal, who started in
the fina115 games,alljCU victories,
was a first team Ali-OAC pick.
The 1994 defensive debut
proved how experienced they are
as they posted the season's first
shutout against Allegheny last
Sunday. Lyons stopped three of
Allegheny's five shots as Carroll
rolled to a 3-0 victory
The offensive spark was provided by crisp passing from returning mid fielders Brady
Brosnahan, Del Busso and Scott
Marshall who also netted a goa!for
the Streaks. New forward Chip
Aschenbrener and senior Joe Waters also scored to seal the win.
"We've been working very well
together as a team on the practice
field, but we still need to get used to
each other in the pressure of a game
situation," said sophomore
midfielder Ryan Caudill a return-

.

ing leter-winner from last year's
squad.
This weakness showed in the
championship game on Sunday as
the host team Fredonia Scatescored
three times in the first 20 minutes.
Thesteadydefense that was played
on Saturday stumbled due to miscommunication on the offsides
calls,allowi ng two fast- break goals
that even Lyonscouldn'tstop.Af ter
that Carroll dominated the game,
but could finish only once on a
goal by Del Busso.
"Getting the defense together
has been a problem the last few
years because of alithe rearranging of the players,' said junior fullback Erik Chiprich. 'We just need
to gel together and we'll be back on
track."
And gel they did as the Streaks
put up a defensive web to stonewall Malone College after they
struck quickly in the opening
minutes of the game. Sophomore
Bob Krupitzer tied it up off a pass
from Hahn. Carroll dominated the
seoond half but failed tocapitalizeon
numerous scoring opportunities.
But in overtime the Streaks' of fense exploded as Aschenbrener
struck for two and Del Busso added
a header to pull away for a 4-1 victory; upping the kickers' record to
2-1 and Head Coach Ali
Kazemaini'swinningpercentageto
0.830.

.

CALL WAITING/CALL FORWARDING IS
NOW AVAILABLE!!!
Sign-up in the
Residence Life O!Hce
until Noon- Frida~ September 9

DON'T DELAY
Cost: $25 for the year
cash or check only
Features are not transferable from one roorp
to another In the case of room change or withdrawal
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Gridders' defense key to victory

Kickers cut losses
Jeff Walker
Sports Editor
Despite the loss of five starters
from last year's Ohio Athletic
Conference championship team,
john Carroll's men's soccer team
still has enough talent and experience to defend the title. Having lost
two of three top goal scorers, Ricky
Ferrari and Pete Duggan, might
spell dJ.SaSter for theStreaks, whose
offensive prowess and ability to
finish was their most feared
weapon. The team received anether
scarewhentheotherscoringleader,
Adrian Del Busso, injured his left
knee in a pre-seasomscrimmage.
While waiting for the return of
the MRI test he had had on Friday,
DelBussostarted in bothgamesof
the Fredonia State Invitational in
New York this past weekend and
scored the team's only goal in the
championship game.
"' played in both games with it
(the knee) taped up,' said the
sophomore who had 10 goals and
28 points last season. ' It felt good
while I was playing, but it was
pretty sore on Sunday,"
If the test results bode well and
Del Busso can stay healthy, it may
be all the team needs to retain the
OACcrown,especiallywith an experienced defense to back him up.
'Expe.rienced'may bean understatement as the team returns three
all-conference selections as pan of

SPORTS/GRAPHICS

Youngsters aid cause
for lady booters
Jude Kllly
Sports Editor
Danielle Sluga and the John
Carroll University women's soccer
team need a little help from their
new friends, and so far they are
gettin it.
In 1993, Sluga became the first
woman in Carroll soccer history to
earn first team All-Ohio Athletic
Conference honors in the Blue
Streaks' current five year membership of the league.
"We are a young team," said the
team'slonesenior, who realizes that
underclass support is essential for
a championship season.
"Right now the key is for us to
play together," Sluga said. "We are
looking pretty strong and they
(freshmen) are playing very well."
With 2-1 and 1-0 victories over
Alma and Geneva- both visiting
Wasmer Field last week -Sluga
andCo.gotthehelptheywerelooking for. AII three Carroll goals were
scored by freshmen.
Freshmen Oona Blakemore
and Shannon Sullivan inaugurated the 1994 scoring campaign
with each netting a goal against
Alma. Blakemore also assisted
Sullivan's goal. Sullivan decided
togo solo against Geneva, though ,
roommate
allowing
her

Assistant

Blakemore to rest, punching in the
team's only netter
Despite her youth, Sullivan also
realizes the team's younger additions will play a key role in their
championship efforts for 1994.
"We might end up being the key
to winning," she said in a humble
toneof this year's f reshmen recruits.
The Lady Blue Streaks', under
second-year head coach Andrew
Marson, have a freshmen-filled
roster with nine of its 20 members
listed as new-comers.
"We havea II theta lent," Sullivan
said. "It's just a matter of putting it
together."
The team's talent ex tends beyond superstar midfielder Sluga.
Junior Molly Burke, a second team
All-OAC selection in 1993,and junior speed-demon TheaConslerwill
also return to solidify the Blue
Streaks' starting line-up.
Other key returnees include a
junior-laden defensive core including Stephanie Colonna, Lisa
Coyne and Sue Prise.
Sophomore Angela Rochowiak
returns to tend goal. She started all
18 games for the lady Streaks last
season.
The L.ady Streaks played at
Denison Wednesday, seeking their
third win.

NOW HIRING

SERVERS
FULL-TIME & PART-TIME POSffiONS AVAILABLE

EARN $400 - $500 PER WEEK
WE WlLL TRAIN
WE OFFER PAID VACATIONS AND 401-K
RETIREMENT PLAN
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY-FRIDAY 2:00P.M.- 4:00
P.M.
AT:

EDDIE SAND'S BLUELINE CAFE 20255 VANAKEN
BLVD. SHAKER HTS. (VANAKEN
SHOPPING CENTER)

Randolph Loeser
Staff Reporter
If head football coach Tony
DeCarlo seems a bit optimistic, it's
with good reason. With seventeen
starters and 30 letter-winners returning, DeCarlo's team is the most
experienced team in theOhioAthletic Conference.
'Thisteamisverybalanced. We
have good experience at the skill
positions and our younger players
got plenty of time against great
competition last season. Although
teams like Mount Union and
Baldwin Wallace have graduated
their top players, we can't take
anythingforgranted,'said DeCarlo.
Picked by both the media and
the coaches to finish third behind
Mount Union and BaldwinWallace in the tough Ohio Athletic
Conference, the Strea ksare the team
to beat in 1994.
Returning nine starters on defense, DeCarlo will look to this
group to set the tempo for what the
Streaks will do in 1994.
'Defense wins championships,'
said DeCarlo. Wehavetoplaygood,
solid,fundamental defense in order
to be considered with the elite
teams in this conference. ·
DeCarlo will look to his front
line to provide stability to the veteran group. Returning seniors are
john Browne, who enjoyed his first
season last year at the Division Ill

level and finished second on the
squad with 5.5 sacks; Matt
Warnemant, who is second among
active players in sacks (7.5) ; and
Greg Roman, who led the team
with 4 tackles for losses last season.
A young but experienced group
will lead the linebackers. Sophomore Chris Anderson led the team
in 1993 and set a freshmen record
with 149 tackles. Dean Lamirand,
who played free safety last year, will
switch to outside linebacker and
will be joined by fellow sophomore
Scott ODonnelL] uniorGreg ?riesel
rounds out the corps, starting at
middle linebacker.
The defensive backs are all
breathing a sigh of relief after facing some of the top quarterbacks in
the country last season. The corner
backs, Matt Canning and Damon
Mintz,combinedfor24passbreakups. They will receive help with
the return of Aaron Perusek, a preseason All-American in 1993 who
fell to an injury early last season.
Perusek's brother Darren, who
filled inatvariousspots, will challenge for playing time this season.
Chris Cochran, who led the team
with 4 interceptions, will start at
strong safety
With a newoffensivecoordina tor, joe Perella, the streaks should
haveanewlookin1994. Watchfor
quarterback PJ 1nsana to air the
bailout more this season. last year

'
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lead the Streaks football squad once again in 1994.
Insana threw for over 1200 yards,
mainly to his favorite target Sean
Williams( 420 yards). Insana will
have a bevy of receivers to use, primarily senior Tom Telesco and
juniors
Tim Neimec, Dan
Winterich, and Dave Davis. Brian
Ash and jason Tercek will join that
group at the tight end position.
For the third straight season, a
new starting running back will
open the season. Last season it was

CLASSIFIED$
Mickey_Mgqse-Thank you for vided. Call691-9233.
the random act of kindness. 1-----::,--------l
Diane Ward
Servers-satisfy your appetite
1 - - - - - - - - - - - -1 for success at Houlihan's. Earn tWanted-Student for after great pay and benefits. We ofschool
childcare.
Two ferflexible hours, and an insuraf ternoons(definitel y Tue.s & ance plan. Full- and part-time
probably Wed) 3-6 in our positions available. Apply in
home, near University circle. person. Houlihan's Mon-Fri; 2Two boys,3rd and 6th grades at 4pm 24103 Chagrin Blvd. PaShopping
Ctr
U.S. Prefer someone with car, vilion
some light local driving in- Beachwood EOE,M/F /D
volved. Compensation nego- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - J
tiable, but will be competitive. Experienced-babysitter
459-3959 days, 721-6488 eve- wanted, excellent wages available with flexible hours, weeknings.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 day mornings, afternoons, and
Fundraising-choose from 3 evenings. Transportation redifferent fund raisers lasting ei- quired. Long term position
ther 3 or 7 days. No in vestment. prefered. Call464-1947, quietEarn $$$ for your group plus est kids ever.
personal cash bonuses for 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
ages
yourself. Call1-800-932-0528, Babysitter-needed,
7,4&3 months, Saturday eveExt.65.
t - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 nings and possibly one afterLifeguards-wanted Notre noon. Call 464-3398. leave
Dame College for evenings and message.
weekends. 381-1680 ext.305.
1---=---------1
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Childcare-for nice family 3For sale-6£ t. couch good cond. 6pm weekdays potential for
evenings or weekends. Near
$35.00. Call291-4425.
t - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 John Carroll, (possible two
Help Wanted-Ciev. Hts. su- people). Primarily 5yr old boy.
permarket seeks reliable stu- Must drive, non-smoker. Call
dents for part-time posi- 371-3272 evenings.
tions(12-15hrs per week). Call
321-7917 or 321-()884. Ask for Found-in recplex last spring,
john /Steve. 1nquire/ Apply@ woman's wrist watch. Owner
Zagaras Food Centre, 2040 Lee may obtain it from Fr. Schell in
Rd. Two blocks north of Cedar. Campus Ministry.
Positions start@ $6.00/hr.
t - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Honey Del Bunny-Buck up
Dependable-honest indi- camper, there's brighter days
viduals needed for east side ahead!
residential cleaning service. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Days, Monday-Friday. Flexible First one down, twenty-one-co
hours, transportation pro- go_

S,IJ)

Senior quarterback PJ.lnsana calls out the shots from the line of scrimmage as he prepares to

Chad Rankin, who led the OAC in
rushing with 114) yards. Rankin
will start the season on the sideline
where he will try to recover from
off -season back surgery. Look for
seniors Shaumay Lett and Jamie
Hanson, as well as sophomore
transfer Carmen Jlacqua to fill in
during , Rankin's absence. jeff
Kadlub and Jeff Long are battling
for the fullback position.
The key to the offense will be

''DR. JUEJJ''

how well the offensive lineca n hold
together. The tackle positions are
set, with juniors jim Rosko and
Chris Corrigan. The biggest question lies in the other three positions. Dido Ancona was slated to
start at center, but aso[ press time
was being held out of practice because of a knee injury. If Ancona is
not ready, then look for senior Matt
Alix to move [rom guard to center,
See FOOTBALL page 16
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Volleyball looks to "kill" opposition
Randolph Loeser
Staff Reporter

They s'ay to win anything twice
takesluck. Bunheyalsosaythauo
win something three times must
mean that you are good.
For the John Carroll women's
volleyball team, using the term
'good' 'M:>uld be a vase understatement
The Lady Streaks, ranked fifth
by Volleyball Magazine in its preseason poll, and who have won the
Ohio Athletic Conference the past
twoseasons,are looking tO improve
on last season's school record of 34
victories. Head Coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht feels she has the talent
to do it.
'These girls 'M:>rked hard in the
off season. Theycameimocampin
great shape and ready to challenge
themselves to be the best,' said
Weitbrecht 'We must look ahead
to what we still need to accomplish
With there first NCAA Division
Ill wurnamem birth and victory to
theircreditin1993, Weitbrechtwill
look to her starting seniors to push
this group over the top.
Returning will be two-time
OAC player of the year Stacey
Mullally. Mullally, who now holds
school records m kills(593),blocks
(166) and hmmg percentage (.407)
for a single season, was also a second team Division Ill All -American Also returning will be first
team All OAC selection Leslie
Mahl. Mahl, who broke her own
record for assists in a season, was

fourth in the OAC by averaging ·We are playing at about the same
10.24 assists per game. Fi nail y, co- level we left of at the end of the
captain Kathy Frickman will be season.'
looked upon to provide leadership
This weekend, the Streaks will
as well as co help Mullally on the trytodefend its title at the Elmhurst
from line.
College Invitational. Again the best
The Lady Streaks have a core of competition in the country will be
returning letterwinners that will present,asl993NCAA tournament
round out the starters. junior co- qualifiers Wisconsin-Oshkosh and
captain Dawn Ebinger appeared in Illinois Benedictineare in this field.
79 games to earn her second letter.
Sophomore Katy Perrone, the
team's Outstanding Freshmen in
1993, finished third on the squad FOOTBALL
with 152 kills. Sophomore Stacy
Bonginiand Nicki Hewald will ro- continued from page 15
tate on the final starting spot
while Glen Toczydlowzkiand Lou
The Streaks also have excellent Vitamonio will get the nod at
depth of the bench with seniors guards.
Emily Soider and julie Pavolino,
Special teams seem to be sound
junior Anne Sertich and sopho- withthe returnof All-OACpunter
more Liz Black.
Ryan Haley. Lastseason,Haleyset a
The Lady Streaks began the school record with a 40.3 yard avseason this past weekend at the erage.jason Goldberg will handle
Thomas More Skyline Chili Clas- the kickmgduties.
sic. Usingthetournamemasmore
The Blue Streaks open the seaof a tune-up, the Streaks finished son this Saturday against Ohio •
third, recording victories against Wesleyan at 1:30 p.m. on Wasmer
OAC rival Baldwin- Wallace and Field. Finishing the 1994 season 6Wisconsin Plattevillewhilefalling 4, OhiO Wesleyan has been hit hard
to second -ranked juniatta in pool by graduation, but coach DeCarlo
play. After reaching the playoff knowstheStreaksareinfora battle.
round, the Streaks again defeated
'Year in and year out, Ohio
Wtsconsin-Platteville in the Wesleyan is a contender and they
quarterfinals before losing co areextremelysolid on defense," said
Juniata again in the semifinals. In DeCarlo. "But their offense is questhis tournamem,fiveof the wpten tionable (since) they had to replace
teams in the country participated. a starting quarterback and their
' We would have liked to have leading rusher. We are not sure
played some of the other teams in what to expect from them, but we
this tournament, but I'm happy areprepanngtoseemanydifferem
with the outcome, "said Weitbrecht looks," he concluded.
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Sports Flash
e Assistant Head Football
Coach and Head Defensive Coordinator RegisScafe resigned to
accept the head football coach's
positionatCase Western Reserve
Un iversity. john Storey was
named defensive coordinator to
fillScafe'sformerposition Storey
was the head coach of Villa Angela-St.joseph'sfor the past three
seasons after 25yearsasan assistant coach there.
e Roxanne Allen also left
john Carroll's Athletic Department to accept the 'M:>men's head
basketball position at the College of Wooster, one of
severalpositions she occupied at
john Carroll. 'Weare putting the
wheels in motion to start interviewing (candidates) soon," said
Gretchen Weitbrecht, senior
'M:>men'sadministratorandhead
volleyball coach in reference to
filling the head 'M:>men's basketball coaching position .. .Toby
Perry; a longtime tennis instruc-

tor in Cleveland, and an assistant
tennis coach at nearby Hiram
College for both men 's and
women's programs in the 19931994 season, will fill the void
Allen left as head 'M:>men'stennis
coach.
• PartofTonyDeCarlo'ssummer training program for John
Carroll's varsity football team was
a trek co Berlin, Germany where
the Blue Streaks smashed the
BerlinBears, a semi-professional
football team in the Football
League of Europe , 27-6.
• Miami Dolphin Head Football CoachDonShulareturned to
his alma mater here in University
Heights on May 17 of this past
summer when the indoor athletic
facilities were officially na med
after the Carroll graduate.
The p r.:vious info rmation has been
provided byjohn Carroll's Sports lnfonnation Deportment as wdl s the CN sports
staff
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LET US REFRESH YOUR MEMORY AND REF'IIJ, YOUR MUG

EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY NIGHT
10(/, Wings
Ever Tuesda

Shows 18 & Over
19 FIRST LIGHT & JAVA BEAN ~
9110 TOE HEAD & MEDICINE SHOW

911 1 BURNING SPEAR (ADVANCE SALE TICKETS ARE $13.00)~
9 / 14 THE ARK BAND
115 GREENHOUSE 2 7 & PETE DROGE
9116 FAT TUESDAY & DOLLFACE ~
9/17 ODD GIRL OUT~
9118 DELICATE BALANCE
/ 2 1 CARLOS JONES (o f First Light ) P.L. U.S. STRIC TLY ROOTS
9/22 SECRET CAJUN BAND & IN SATIABLE
9/23 C OWS IN THE GRAVEYARD & MO SQ U ITA MIT E & EARTH H E RD
9/24 T H E POWER C ITY HORNS
/25 T H E F I LM "T H E YEA R OF T HE C R E ATOR "
/28 H ARAMBE'
/29 FIRST LIGHT E!f:!!?!!!
/30 FRANKIE STARR
Jii1'o/"'TiR
10/1 EKOOSTIK HOOKAH .. - ·-- ·

-=e-

THE
EASTSIDE
MUSIC CLUB
Comer of Cedar & Taylor Rds : Cieve. Hts
24hr. Info Line 32 I - 4073

Now accepting ap lications for all positions

